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PREFACE
We are all part of scaling, whether we know it or
not. Our individual actions as citizens and
consumers result in collective behavior that allows
things to spread, be they ideas, behaviors, or
products.
Yet we are not mere bit-players in the scaling
aspirations of others. Many of us have ambitious
goals, seeking to build amazing businesses or bring
about positive change in society that can impact
millions of people. However, we cannot reach these
goals in the traditional way, with each effort
producing a near linear amount of return. We need
to do things differently so that we can achieve
outsized goals without expending a correspondingly
outsized amount of resources.
We need to uncover the secrets of spending less
time and effort to achieve greater results. We need
to learn how to scale using small smart moves.
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PROLOGUE
It's 6.53pm and a press conference is drawing to
a close in East Berlin. The international journalists
are tiring of statements on economic and political
reform. It is only in the final minutes of the session
that Günter Schabowski, the Communist Party
spokesperson, mentions that travel restrictions will
be eased as well, including allowing those citizens
seeking to leave permanently to be fast-tracked out
of the country.
An Italian and a German journalist ask the final
questions: “So, when can East Germans travel to the
West? When does this take effect?”
“As of now, immediately,” replies Schabowski.
Schabowski had not been present earlier in the
day at the internal discussions about the topic held
by low-ranking members of the army and
intelligence services. Nor did he know that the new
travel rules had not yet been ratified by the
Politburo who would continue their deliberations
immediately after the press event. In fact he had
been handed the piece of paper with the policy just
moments before the press conference started,
without being informed that its release was
supposed to be held back till 4am the next morning
to make sure that the necessary government bodies
had received the updated guidance.
Pressure for change had been growing in the
German Democratic Republic (GDR). Though long
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lauded as one of the most successful communist
states, tensions had increased significantly ever
since neighboring Poland had allowed its trade
union movement, Solidarity, to compete in elections
in April 1989.
Public sentiment soured through the summer
after Hungary had opened its borders to Austria, no
longer fearing Soviet intervention thanks to
reassurances from the Soviet Union’s President
Gorbatchev. This development provided a way out
to the West for those GDR citizens lucky enough to
have travel documents.
There were no outward signs of imminent
collapse. Indeed in January 1989 Erich Honnecker,
the leader of the GDR, stated, “In 50 years, in 100
years there will still be a Wall.” A Chinese
propaganda film about the Tian’anmen Square
massacre was aired twice on East German TV in
June 1989 to demonstrate the GDR regime’s
determination to hold on to power – a quiet threat
through the media to dissuade protest.
However, East Germans had begun to
demonstrate, though very quietly. Every week that
summer, people would gather for candle-lit marches
in Leipzig. Citizens were asking to be given more
freedom, to have travel restrictions relaxed, and to
be able to leave the country for good without having
to escape on a holiday visa.
Around the 40th anniversary celebrations of the
founding of the GDR in early October, mass
demonstrations took place in several cities.
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Demonstrators even directly called on Gorbatchev, a
special guest for the celebrations in Berlin, to help
them avoid violence from the security forces and
achieve freedom. And an even bigger
demonstration, organized by actors from the
Berliner Ensemble, took place at Alexanderplatz on
4 November gathering hundreds of thousands onto
the streets in protest, though nobody thought of
demanding reunification or tearing down the Wall.
This was the context for the changes agreed by
the communist regime this day. The press
conference was the public release of the measures,
intended to reduce stress in the system and slow
down the momentum for bigger change.
It’s now 7.05pm on 9 November, right after the
end of the press conference. Associated Press (AP)
releases a news flash, interpreting Schabowski’s
statements as ‘the borders are open’. Although only
partially true, with several inconvenient restrictions
still in place, this headline summary of the new
policy spreads around the world. The official GDR
spokesperson, Wolfgang Meyer, recognizes that
under these circumstances it would be futile to try
to correct the message. Not having a crystal ball,
how is he to know that the Berlin Wall will indeed
be open within just a few hours?
The evening news shows airing in both East and
West Germany carry a fuller description of the
travel policy, but the headlines are almost always
that the borders are now open. (GDR citizens used
to supplement their local news with West German
stations, although this practice was illegal. The West
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would deliberately broadcast across the East as part
of an ongoing war of propaganda.)
Thus, in the early evening the first East Germans
start arriving at the border check points. “Can we go
through, please? Schabowski said on TV that we are
now allowed to travel.”
The border guards are uncertain what to do as
they have not been informed of the upcoming
change in the rules, so initially they refuse to let
people cross.
The East Berlin checkpoint of Bornholmer
Strasse is commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel
Harald Jäger. He has watched the TV news over
dinner and has hurried back to his post. He can
already see people patiently gathering, travel
documents in hand ready for the opening.
Jäger phones his superior who decides to allow a
small number of people to cross the border to
relieve the pressure on the checkpoint – just those
shouting the loudest that they want to leave the
country. They receive a stamp across their photo, a
line of pretty XOXs, invalidating the passport and
thereby preventing their reentry. However, instead
of reducing the pressure, the tactic merely attracts
more and more people to whom it looks as though
free travel has amazingly become a possibility.
At 10.30pm GDR news clarifies the policy,
carefully explaining that requests for trips as well as
for emigration have to be authorized first.
Unfortunately for the regime, at exactly the same
time West German news name three checkpoints
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where people have managed to cross the border,
with the reporter claiming, “The Wall is wide open!”
At this point the trickle of people becomes a
flood, with thousands from both sides of the divided
city of Berlin converging on the Wall and shouting
for the border crossings to be opened.
Jäger checks his watch. It’s 11.14pm. It is
becoming impossible to withstand the pressure of
the masses at his checkpoint. He is concerned that
people could possibly get hold of his guards’
weapons, and so he takes a decision. He opens the
barriers and lets people through. No passport
checks or stamps. The Wall is open.
An estimated 20,000 people cross into West
Berlin at his checkpoint in the next 45 minutes.
Some bring flowers and presents for the border
guards, plastering them with kisses to express their
heartfelt gratitude for the newly gained freedom.
Other checkpoints soon follow his lead, in Berlin
and all along the border between the two German
states.
West Berliners start to climb onto and finally
over the Wall at the landmark Brandenburg Gate,
defying the border guards and East German soldiers
who are trying to defend it, still unaware of the
events around the city.
The system does not totally disintegrate that
night. The army manages to retake control of the
Brandenburg Gate by 5am and passport controls are
reinstated at most checkpoints.
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The East German regime and leaders across the
world anxiously await the response from the Soviet
Union. Since Gorbatchev wants to avoid a war, it is
decided in the morning that neither the Soviet
troops stationed in the GDR nor the country’s own
army will be deployed.
Almost in an instant, the point of crisis had
passed peacefully and a new reality had emerged.
Forty years of communist regime and decades of
Soviet repression across Europe had come to an
end, without a bullet being fired.
It took a while afterwards to sort out what would
happen next. Decisions had to be taken as to
whether the country would stay independent or
reunite with Western Germany. The GDR economy
was in a sorry state, much worse than the regime’s
leaders had previously admitted. However, there
was a strong push from West Germany’s leader,
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, to take this opportunity
for reunification.
So, just a year after that fated press conference,
the two German states reunited.
The fall of the Berlin Wall did not occur through
some grand design or a deliberately coordinated set
of actions. It was due to huge pent-up energy in the
system that, once unleashed, created an
unstoppable drive for change. And yet, that desire
had not manifested itself in demands to dismantle
the barriers or to unify the country. Rather the
energy served to destabilize the current system,
whilst leaving the future direction open.
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Ultimately, it was a series of small moves that
lead to the end of the GDR and thence the Eastern
Bloc. These small moves, some accidental, some
taken with purpose, played out over time, building a
crescendo of action in the massing of the people, a
force that became impossible for the regime to
resist. Clearly this was an outsized result, the scaling
of the human desire to be free.
**********
“I scowl with frustration at myself in the mirror.”
Erica Leonard began her writing project in
January 2009. She had ploughed her way through
the “Twilight” books over Christmas and was
inspired to create her own story based on the saga –
an adult version putting the two leading characters,
Bella and Edward, in an alternate universe of her
own design.
In her tale, the two protagonists were not living
in a magical world of the paranormal. Instead Bella
was a college graduate and Edward a billionaire
entrepreneur. Her book, then titled “Master of the
Universe” (MotU), set the characters in Seattle and
had them enter into a love affair, albeit a dark
relationship based on bondage and domination. The
use of the Twilight characters provided a short-cut
for the readers to get a sense of familiarity while
exploring a new work from an unknown author.
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Twilight was a fortunate choice for her work of
fan fiction. The series, by author Stephenie Meyer,
had sold over 116 million copies and the movies
generated $3.3 billion in box office takings. It was
already a popular platform for fan fiction stories,
attracting many thousands of authors to invent their
own stories, both continuations of the original
books and alternate universe versions putting the
characters in a wide range of settings, from
hospitals to office blocks.
Having made good progress on her story, Erica
came across two fan fiction websites, fanfic.net and
twlighted.com, in August 2009. These sites were
crowd platforms for authors to share their work and
for readers to discover interesting content at no
cost.
She had been writing about a chapter a week and
was able to upload a significant volume of content to
get started. She quickly appeared on the top ten
lists, which lead a growing number of readers to
discover her work on these sites.
One of the benefits of publishing on these
platforms is that you can get valuable input from the
crowd. In software one looks for beta customers to
test out early versions of a product and provide
detailed feedback. The same exists in the publishing
space, and MotU attracted many ‘beta readers’ who
helped improve the prose. Some specialized in proof
reading. Others were local experts, turning
Briticisms into Americanisms and sharing ideas for
more credible local scenes. This was especially
useful for Leonard as she lived in London with her
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husband and teenage son, far away from her chosen
location.
The book was being produced chapter by
chapter, rapidly released to the fan base to both
gather feedback and build a following. She got into
the habit of uploading a new chapter every Friday,
synchronizing her fans to regularly expect new
content. She borrowed techniques from TV novellas
and comic strips, maintaining suspense between the
chapters to entice people to come back for more.
This would become an advantage later when the
book reached mass scale, with women reporting a
feeling of compulsion to read the whole story.
The crowd had a huge influence on the
development of the series. In chapter 16, there was a
moment when the then-Bella wants to touch her
new lover, the then-Edward. Edward rejects her
advance, stating “I’m fifty shades of f**ked up.” This
expression delighted the fan base and the term
began to appear multiple times in the series.
Ultimately, when the time came to transition the
book from fan fiction to original work, this would
become the title of the book: “Fifty Shades of Grey”.
In a moment of serendipity, Leonard was invited
to contribute an ‘out-take’ chapter to help raise
money for a children’s cancer charity. The fund
raiser, called “The Fandom Gives Back”, was put
together by a group of three moms. The week-long
auction in late 2009 raised $80,000, of which
Leonard’s chapter alone contributed $28,000. This
was a strong message from the market that people
would be willing to pay to read Fifty Shades.
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To develop the work into a commercial venture,
Leonard moved the free content first to her own
site, 50Shades.com, and later removed it altogether
from the internet. She found a publisher, The
Writer's Coffee Shop (TWCS), who committed to
producing the work as an ebook and paperback.
By now she had written over 110 chapters,
enough for two full books, with a third on the way.
Her fan base was divided on her plans to publish
professionally, a technique called ‘Pulled To
Publish’, a popular trend now that several fan fiction
authors have achieved financial success.
New readers, enticed by the top ten lists and
strong word of mouth, were disappointed to learn
that the free read was now hidden away, often when
they were only halfway through the books. However,
most people viewed it as a favorable outcome that it
would be published professionally, particularly as a
new episode would be added to the saga.
The series was released in September 2011. The
three books were now titled “Fifty Shades of Grey”,
”Fifty Shades Darker”, and ”Fifty Shades Freed”.
The author too renamed herself, now publishing as
E. L. James instead of using her original
pseudonym, Snowqueens Icedragon.
Leonard took advantage of another new trend,
virtual book tours. Rather than travel across the US
to support the book launch, she participated in a
‘blog tour’ of book store and book review websites,
answering questions about her work in chat rooms.
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Her target market was clearly women, and her
marketing efforts, small though they were, reached
an influential blog called DivaMoms, based in
Connecticut. The owner of the blog, Lyss Stern, had
read the book, loved it, and began to promote it in
press interviews. In February 2012 she invited the
author to New York and held an exclusive book
signing event for 200 select women (and a few
men). Commentators in the media later remarked
that the paper copies of Fifty Shades were so hard to
come by that they were being auctioned off on eBay
for $800 a copy.
As a result of the exposure in the New York
scene, Leonard met with Anne Messitte, publisher
at Vintage Books/Random House, and a sevenfigure book deal was quickly signed. The previous
publisher, TWCS, had problems distributing
physical copies at scale. Even though the book had
sold an impressive 250,000 copies in just a few
months, there was great pent-up demand in the
system, demand that could be tapped with a larger
publishing house.
With mainstream publishing came mainstream
press. On 9 March 2013 the New York Times
covered the impending launch of the Random
House version of the book, featuring a photograph
of a book store table full of copies of Fifty Shades,
nicely topped off with a hand-written post-it note
from a member of staff stating ‘This is what
everyone is reading!’
Coverage in the New York Times gave effective
permission for other broadcasters and newspapers
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to report on the story. The topic was perfect fodder
for both day-time television and newspaper opinion
pieces. Salmon Rushdie, author of “The Satanic
Verses”, complained about the poor quality of the
writing. There were hundreds of stories devoted to
the series, both the work itself and the subjects it
covered. Dire warnings were given decrying the rise
of submissive women, while other journalists
smirked at the secret society of ‘Mommy Porn’
readers enjoying the thrills of Cinderella sadomasochism.
Random House provided a huge boost in
product volume to get the books into customer
hands. In some markets almost half the copies were
sold as electronic books, though, riding on the wave
of ebooks.
The book was helped by its innocuous cover, a
device intended to make the book more ‘infectious’
and spreadable. Unlike the majority of pornographic
novels, Fifty Shades did not have naked body parts
dominating the cover. Instead the cover was subtle,
a plain black background and a grey tie gracing the
first book in the series. This meant that it could be
displayed prominently on shelves, appear in many
different venues, and be comfortably read on public
transport. Fifty Shades was the kind of book you
could read without others knowing exactly what you
were reading (unless they knew the book
themselves).
The book’s sales accelerated due to favorable
word of mouth. Many women report hearing about
the book from a friend and being badgered about
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buying it in the event that they had failed to do so
immediately. They would then get nudged into
actually reading the whole series, it not being
enough to just have the book on the shelf. Reading
the book became a collective experience for women
of most age groups, while men tended to ignore the
phenomenon or derided its poor literary style –
without having read it, of course.
Popular culture often reflects current human
behavior, and it becomes amplified through the
media. Parodies of Fifty Shades started appearing
shortly after its release, such as take-offs of the
name, like “Fifty Shades of Grey and Zombies” and
“Fifty Shades of Earl Grey”. Comedian, Ellen
Degeneres, produced a skit on her TV show with her
reading out sections of the book, narrating a fake
audio book version.
Saturday Night Live, a trend-setting US TV
show, created a fake Amazon advert for Mother’s
Day. The ad started with a father and children
receiving flower baskets and other assorted goodies
delivered by Amazon and then hunting through the
house to find mom. When discovered, she would be
reading Fifty Shades of Grey, in varying poses
demanding ‘privacy’, including being perched on the
corner of a washing machine. The punch line was
that you could buy Fifty Shades too from Amazon.
The announcement of a movie deal accelerated
the momentum of the book, adding new dimensions
to its success story. It lead to a dramatic increase in
reporting on the product, expanding the number
and scope of news outlets covering it. Movies
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capture a huge amount of public attention and
social chatter, and the upcoming Fifty Shades movie
became headline news even in the pre-production
stages.
Actor Charlie Hunnam was originally selected as
playing Christian Grey but quit after two months
citing other work commitments. It is plausible,
though, that he was never going to play the part but
agreed to be the official candidate to maintain buzz
and possibly gain some benefits from the publicity.
In any case, with the movie only planned for release
on Valentine’s Day 2015, the project will continue to
drive a lot of media interest.
Ultimately, Leonard and her publisher created a
billion dollar business in just a few years by
planning and executing a series of small smart
moves, coordinated over time. Already the first
three months under Random House achieved sales
of 20 million copies in the US, with a further 11
million in sales worldwide. In less than 24 months
the venture sold 100 million copies, dwarfing the
sales of any other erotic book in history and coming
close to best sellers like “Twilight” and “The Hunger
Games”.
There was no master plan for achieving this
super-sized level of sales, being so far ahead of
historical publishing norms. There was, though, a
set of deliberate actions that lead to this incredible
commercial success. The choices made were part
driven by circumstance and part by design. Often
practical constraints dictated the direction Leonard
took, such as saving money with a virtual book blog
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tour. Sometimes the choices emerged through the
actions of the crowd, in shaping the book’s content
and picking out its iconic name.
Decisions were made with purpose and an end
goal in mind, such as the choice of publisher and the
front cover design. And all the time those choices
were supported by current trends in society, from
the adoption of ebooks to the freedom of women to
indulge in a pleasurable read.
Fifty Shades of Grey produced an outsized result
for the author and publisher, scaling into a billion
dollar business and a social phenomenon. This
outcome was achieved with a set of small moves,
smartly made.
**********
2014 is the twenty-fifth anniversary of the fall of the
Berlin Wall. It might seem incongruous at first to
link this seminal moment in European history with
a popular fiction book, no matter how successful or
controversial that book might be. And yet, the
connection between these two stories is that
astounding outcomes emerged from relatively small
actions and events.
We will describe in this book how you can
achieve outsized results like these through a strategy
of small smart moves. While we may all benefit from
good fortune, it pays to have a plan when you want
to scale.
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PART I:
INTRODUCTION
1. DEFINITION OF SCALING
We have met many entrepreneurs who want to
create great companies with awesome products and
fanatical customers. We have worked with a lot of
corporate leaders who would like to take their
established businesses to new heights. We know just
as many leaders of social-good and non-profit
organizations who want to make a significant
impact on the world, creating lasting change that
will improve the lives of thousands or even millions.
These leaders aim to emulate the big success
stories of our time, in business and social impact,
which seem to have emerged out of nowhere and
reached immense scale in the blink of an eye.
In an ideal world we would all have enough
resources available to fulfill our visions. In that
world there would also be perfect plans and flawless
execution, and nothing untoward would ever
disrupt our progress towards success. But that ideal
world is leagues apart from the one that we live in.
We are faced with resource constraints and an
uncertain, ever-changing environment that makes
planning increasingly difficult.
We therefore need to reach our ambitious
scaling goals in a way that delivers, with a high
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degree of confidence, results that are outsized. By
‘outsized results’ we mean outcomes that require
less time and less resources than the classic strategic
approaches and that are also much bigger than the
effort it takes to generate them.
The key to reaching outsized results is a smart
approach, based on new methods that start small
and scale by design. These are strategies and
techniques that deploy what we call ‘small smart
moves’. The moves are small in the sense that their
implementation requires relatively little effort,
certainly compared to more traditional ways of
operating. They are smart in that they are planned
and designed in a targeted way. And they are moves
in that they are almost always concrete actions that
leaders put in place to achieve the scaling results
that they desire.
Most of the scaling examples we have studied
were grounded in developed plans and actions.
Others, like the fall of the Berlin Wall, were
triggered by or propelled forward through happy
accidents, either in whole or in part. Serendipity
may therefore play a distinct role in scaling, whether
we just benefit from benign coincidences or we
create circumstances that deliberately allow lucky
breaks to occur.
Fortune can in effect be designed into scaling.
We can shape our environment to boost the odds of
good things emerging and be prepared to take
advantage of these opportunities when chance
presents itself.
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For us, therefore, scaling is the achievement
of outsized results through small smart
moves, aided by good fortune.

ACHIEVING OUTSIZED
RESULTS
The term ‘scaling’ is heard frequently in
entrepreneurial and social business circles, usually
in the sense of fast growth. This might refer to
above-market growth in revenue, relative market
share, or number of users.
Our definition of scaling covers outsized results
of all types, whether they relate to growth, a social
impact, or other outcomes. Successful scaling often
achieves multiple goals at the same time. Your goals
do not even need to be huge in absolute terms for
your activities to be considered scaling, as long as
you achieve results that are outsized – bigger than
what one would normally expect and much larger
than the effort invested to generate the return.
Video-sharing start-up, YouTube, had been in
existence less than two years when it was acquired
by Google in 2006. At the time the firm had 67 staff
and was far from generating any profit. Less than a
decade on, one can view YouTube as having been an
outsized success in several ways.
For the original shareholders, the acquisition
was a huge financial windfall as they received $1.65
billion in Google stock, then priced at $470. The
founding team of Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and
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Jawed Karim, three twenty-year olds, turned their
sweat equity into $650 million and have gone on to
become investors in several other successful
internet ventures.
As a platform YouTube transformed people’s use
of the web by providing music, educational content,
even updates on revolutions, and news of people
falling from space. This is a long way away from the
first video, an 18-second clip titled “Me at the Zoo”,
uploaded on 24 April 2005. In 2013 there were over
6 billion hours of video content viewed every month
(an hour for every person on the planet practically),
a growth of 50% compared to the previous year. An
outsized result in all respects.
There are big ambitions that can be realized
through the application of smart scaling techniques.
For instance, Ahmad Ashkar, an MBA graduate
from Hult International Business School, had a
vision of directing the brainpower of MBA students
towards social good, opening their mind to potential
careers in social business rather than banking or
consulting.
He convinced his school to support a project that
consisted of an annual business plan competition
for MBAs focused on helping non-profits solve
pressing social-good issues. His project led to the
creation of the Hult Prize, a million-dollar prize
available to invest in the winning start-up business.
Proudly calling itself the world’s biggest student
movement for social good and the world’s largest
crowd-sourcing platform, the Hult Prize, supported
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by the Clinton Global Initiative, is in its fifth year in
2014. So far there have been over 24,000 direct
participants and over 200,000 students involved in
some part of the program. Over $8 million has been
donated to the causes supported by the prize and to
helping associated organizations.
These two cases demonstrate that, with a smart
strategy, one can achieve huge benefits by looking at
the world differently. It seems as though scaling
experts are able to look at an equation like 1 + 1 = 2
and turn it into 1 + 1 = 11.

IT IS ABOUT SMALL SMART
MOVES
Scaling provides a path towards big results by doing
things smartly. When we refer to small moves, we
are not thinking about investments in advertising,
technology, or manufacturing capacity where the
return is likely to be directly proportional to the
amount invested. Small smart moves are actions
that take relatively little investment in terms of
manpower and financial resources compared to the
classic ways of doing business whilst achieving
much better results.
These moves are smart because they are crafted
with deliberation and a zest for opportunity. Scaling
is about deploying high-impact strategies and
tactics. It does not rely on luck. This does not mean
that luck is not appreciated, nor that many things
that successfully scale do not benefit from good
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fortune. On the contrary, the methods we propose
boost the likelihood of lucky outcomes emerging
through purposeful activities, rather than crossing
one’s fingers and living in hope.
Thus scaling represents a new approach, an
attitude that embraces openness, intentionally
allowing things to happen that have the potential to
deliver massive beneficial effects.
Thinking through a business plan with scaling in
mind helps you find shortcuts to achieve your goals
faster. Some of the scaling strategies and tactics that
we describe consist of creating space to experiment,
letting solutions emerge from customer use, and
systematically building a portfolio of projects to
implement should the opportunity arise.
Small smart moves can often be tested and in
many cases also be implemented at low or zero cost.
They can be as little as a well-placed phone call or
email to a person who acts as an amplifier in a
network. Having this kind of person, such as a wellknown blogger, journalist, expert, or celebrity,
propagate your message can significantly magnify
its credibility and reach, propelling your initiative
forward.
Scaling therefore is about devising strategies and
tactics that draw on small smart moves designed to
dramatically boost the odds of reaping outsized
results.
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IT IS NOT JUST TECHNOLOGY
The ability for information and concepts to spread
in today’s hyper-connected world is dramatically
different compared to the past. It was only in the
mid-1800s that people relied on the telegraph as a
means of sending information to individuals across
large geographic areas with a short time delay. Now
we can communicate instantly and reach the scale of
millions of people, sharing not just snippets of text
but streaming high-definition video, captured on
mobile phones, live around the world.
Looking at these capabilities, it is easy to think
that scaling is entirely technology-driven. Yet
technology is only an enabler that can make small
smart moves more effective. It is not the case that
everything using technology will achieve scale or
that technology-centric approaches are relevant in
every situation. Good strategy counts much more
than pure technology, although it is impressively
helpful.
Today’s technology enables us to connect
directly with people and treat them as individuals.
With data intelligence we can pick them out from
the crowd based on their actions and digital traces.
Social technology makes it easier for individual
preferences, decisions, and actions to be shared and
replicated by others.
Technology gives us the ability to efficiently
address niche markets. Today’s collaborative
functionality provides spaces for people to hang out
and find each other. All it takes is a quick internet
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search to find a host of online communities that
match your target market. Then, once you have
identified appropriate communities, it is easy to
electronically communicate with them at scale.
Mobile technology also brings us tremendous
opportunities to deliver outsized results. The
computing power in our pockets gives us
capabilities that were unimaginable even a few
decades ago. And with near pervasive and
inexpensive access to the internet available in many
places, the intelligence of the world is usually just a
few taps away.
The excitement of technology though should not
overshadow the overarching importance of the
strategies that lie behind effective scaling. Planning
for scale is a multidimensional activity, and
technology provides a platform for us to work with
rather than the solution itself.

FOR BUSINESSES, CAUSES,
AND INTERNAL ACTIVITIES
Scaling is a way of looking at the world that is
appropriate for all kinds of organizations and many
different types of offerings and initiatives. There are
many situations where outsized results would be an
ideal outcome.
For-profit companies have a clear need to apply
scaling to their challenges, both in terms of growth
and other objectives, such as return on investment.
Small and medium-sized businesses often have
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limited resources, and therefore smart tactics
requiring less expended cash are highly attractive
for them.
Scaling is also very much applicable in the nonprofit sector. Many non-profits have a grand vision
of world change but lack the financial or
organizational resources to come even fractionally
close to seeing through their vision using traditional
approaches. Scaling may offer the only way of
delivering on big commitments, since it challenges
non-profit leaders to find new, high-impact ways of
achieving their vision.
There are benefits in using scaling for political
and social movements, as these usually involve a
desire to reach a large audience and have impact
quickly and at low cost. Even government
departments and agencies can make use of the
scaling frames as they try to influence large
populations with constrained resources.
Scaling can be applied to a variety of
organizational areas. A pivotal concept for
entrepreneurs and business development, it
provides an extensive toolset that allows ideas and
products to grow. It is also particularly useful for the
fields of marketing and communications as some of
the techniques extend the power of
communications, especially by making explicit use
of network thinking.
The scaling methods have great relevance for
product development and design as well. They can
be applied in the phase of developing the original
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concept of an idea. Or they can be used as guidelines
for designing how customers interact with your
offering, how they can customize it, make it their
own, and possibly share their personalization with
others.
Scaling techniques are useful for designing sales
strategies, even to help individuals come up with
ways to expand their own selling capability. Many
sales people have an intuitive sense of the power of
networks, but the concept of network thinking,
combined with the network scaling frames, provides
great insight and may instantly yield some ‘aha’
moments.
Perhaps one might be surprised how applicable
scaling is for internal activities. Human resources
and information technology groups, for instance,
can benefit from understanding and deploying
scaling approaches. Often one of the hardest
challenges within an organization is to spread good
or mandated practices. The scaling techniques have
been used successfully for a range of change
management projects – from engaging 100,000
employees in culture transformation to the
deployment of new IT systems and working
practices.
Finally, scaling has great potential for executives
responsible for strategy and the future of an
organization. The mandate for outsized results
usually comes straight from the top. The scaling
approach gives senior leaders a playbook to achieve
stretch targets, to make the impossible possible, all
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by pulling a few small smart levers to provoke and
direct the change they want.
Ultimately, we believe, the best organizations
will invest time and resources to develop an
organizational capacity for scaling. This will be
achieved by including the methods in innovation
programs and in the competences that are taught
and nurtured within their staff. In the meantime,
organizations and entrepreneurs of all types, social
and for-profit, can take advantage of scaling and
develop their own plans, short- and long-term, to
achieve outsized results.
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2. SCALING CONCEPTS AND
FRAMES

Our methods for applying scaling are based on a set
of three concepts. These are fundamental constructs
that underpin scaling, integrating the notions of
emergence, networks, and waves.
We describe our scaling methods through
‘frames’. The scaling frames translate the concepts
into practical strategies and tools to design plans
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and create unique solutions to your scaling
challenges. There is a collection of frames for each
concept.
The diagram shown above summarizes the
scaling concepts and frames that are discussed in
this book. It displays at its center the three related
conceptual areas – emergence, networks, and
waves. Linked to each concept you see one or more
lists of scaling frames that cover the strategies and
tactics that we have derived from the concept. The
concepts are described in part II of the book, while
the frames are covered in part III.
You can take your project, challenge, or business
and use the frames as a way of giving you new
insights into your situation and providing possible
methods for achieving scaling. The frames look at
the same situation from different viewpoints. Each
frame consists of a concise explanation of a
particular viewpoint, including relevant case studies
that illustrate how the frame’s essence might be
applied in practice.
The scaling frames are not prescriptive. They are
not intended to be cookbook-style recipes of what to
do, nor do they tell you to use specific tools, since
those are likely to become ineffective or outdated
rather quickly. Instead the frames provide a broad
way of addressing a problem, a set of method-based
ideas that should help you come up with creative
ways of solving your scaling challenges.
There is a special set of frames that we call the
‘starter frames’. These are likely to be the best ones
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for you to start with, as they introduce the principles
and reflect the basic skeleton of a scaling plan.
You might just take a single frame and get
valuable insights, but including the other frames as
well will add extra dimensions. This approach
allows you to further enrich your understanding and
toolset and maybe avoid mistakes or come up with
more elegant or more easily executable plans. The
best scaling plans therefore use a multi-faceted
approach, connecting together ideas generated from
several frames to develop a unique plan with a high
probability of success.
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3. HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
‘Scaling’ is designed for different types of reader.
Some people are hard-core practitioners, such as
entrepreneurs, social change agents, or corporate
business development managers, who are looking to
incorporate new tools into their practice. Others are
seeking creative insights and ideas that might be
useful now or in the future.
To assist our readers, we have divided the book
into parts:
The prologue sets the scene and provides a realworld view of scaling told in two stories.
Part I, the introduction, defines what we mean
by scaling and suggests areas where scaling can be
applied.
Part II, covering the scaling concepts, is more
abstract and supplies a conceptual basis for scaling.
This section is written for the beginner rather than
the expert in order to make it more accessible to the
majority of readers.
Part III, the scaling frames, is designed as a
toolkit, a catalogue of strategies and techniques
illustrated with short case studies. This section
starts with advice on how to practically use the
frames to develop scaling projects.
We end with a bibliography, some information
about the authors, and how to continue your
engagement with scaling and with us.
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PART II: SCALING
CONCEPTS
Scaling can seem like magic, or the result of some
happy accident that miraculously led to big results.
However, scaling is neither magical nor solely the
product of accidents (although a little bit of luck
does help). On the contrary, you make scaling
happen through small smart moves, designed with
deliberation and a zest for opportunity, that can
deliver outsized results.
We help you work out how to scale your
initiative through the strategies, tactics, and tools
that we present in the scaling frames. These frames
give you a range of viewpoints for looking at your
project in different ways and then shaping it with
scaling in mind.
Our scaling frames have generic applicability as
they are explicitly underpinned by concepts, a big
picture way of looking at the world, that we explain
to you now.

THE FUNDAMENTAL
CONCEPTS OF SCALING
We integrate three concepts to develop a coherent
approach to scaling: emergence, networks, and
waves. These areas are supported by scientific
research. In particular, the concept of emergent
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systems is based on the science of complexity and
‘complex adaptive systems’, and that of networks is
covered by network science. The concept of waves
draws on mathematics, physics, and ocean science.
Fortunately you do not need to go deep into the
science to learn how to achieve scaling. You should,
though, grasp the simple notions that are key to
understanding the way that things work in the
context of spread and scaling.
All three concepts explain how systems behave,
particularly large complex systems characterized by
lots of interaction and many possible outcomes.
Before we look at each of them in more detail, here
is a short summary:
Emergence identifies how patterns of behavior
appear, without pre-determination, from the
interaction of elements in a system.
Networks explain how the interconnections
within a group of elements create certain structures
that enable communication flows through the
system.
Waves describe how the energy in a system can
aggregate, concentrate, and have impact across the
system.
Whilst these concepts may appear at first to be
abstract, they are in fact reflected in our daily life.
We will use everyday observations to illustrate how
they work and how we can design small changes
within a system to bring about big results. The
concepts are mundane to the extent that they are
omnipresent. And yet they offer us a novel way of
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looking at the world, especially when we combine
emergence, networks, and waves.
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1. EMERGENCE
Emergence is the most fundamental concept in
scaling and it directly offers several approaches to
achieve outsized results. It describes the way that
systems, patterns, and behaviors appear from the
interactions between things – often very simple
things and equally simple interactions.
Your brain is a good example. If you could peer
inside your brain, you would see billions of neurons,
a special type of cell. They are linked together by
over 10,000 synaptic connections per neuron. If we
now try to seek out the source of our human
intellect, we will be disappointed if we just look at
the parts. For there is nothing remotely approaching
what we would call 'intelligence' in any one of the 86
billion neurons in our brain, not even in the 17
billion assigned to cognitive processing.
The collective system of the brain may give us
our intellect, our memory, and the ability to control
our body, but the individual neurons, the elements
of the system, have no intelligence. Instead the more
complex human attributes emerge through the
interaction of simple elements based on simple
rules.
To understand how emergence takes place, we
will now build up a model, layer by layer, that
explains how its principles work and how patterns
emerge from simple components.
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SYSTEMS ARE MADE UP OF
ELEMENTS
Let’s start with a term to describe the components
of a system: its ‘elements’. When we think about
human systems, such as the people in a coffee shop,
the elements are individual people. Inside our brain,
these are the neurons. In an ant colony, these would
be individual ants. And in an economic system we
might think of companies as the elements.
There are also other terms in use to describe
these components, such as ‘agents’ in complex
systems literature and ‘nodes’ in network science.
We prefer ‘element’, as it allows us to continue using
the same term when we integrate the concept of
emergence with those of networks and waves.

ELEMENTS INTERACT
To enter into the world of emergence, we need to
have more than one element in our system so that it
can interact with other elements. We also need
some more essential ingredients: Emergence can
exist in a system composed of two or more
elements, when there is a progression through time,
and those elements share the basic properties of
memory and interaction.
Time is important to reflect reality as it makes
the system dynamic. If we only look at a static
system, a snapshot, we might see a perfect model of
now, and yet we would know nothing about what is
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about to be, resulting in an unnecessarily limited
way of viewing the world. From a scaling
perspective we want to influence a development
over time, the transition from the current state to a
desired state, and hence time becomes an essential
component of our emergent system.
Through the progression of time there is a
memory formed in the elements, based on the
current state compared to the state immediately
before ‘now’. There may also be a longer-term
memory that develops based on a chain of actions.
Memory means that something from the past
may affect something in the present, so that
developments that have occurred immediately
previously or some time beforehand can have an
impact on the current state and therefore affect the
possible future states. Without memory, the system
would appear, and actually be, much more random,
even though systems with memory can also seem
chaotic at times.
The key to emergence is interaction. As soon as
elements interact, which means that they give off
signals and provide feedback, interesting
phenomena are likely to develop. Interaction can
take many forms. If we consider our human selves,
we can see that our physical presence is a signal, as
are the clothes we wear. Some signals are obvious,
such as sound or touching. Others are more subtle,
like our body posture or the signal we project
through our choice of reading venue (an
independent café versus a franchise coffee shop, for
example).
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Our system now has some simple yet
fundamental properties. We have two or more
elements that have a memory and are interacting.
This kind of system is known as a complex system.
And, as we develop the concept further, we will find
this system to be dynamic and adaptive, meaning
that it has the capacity to change over time through
the interactions that take place.
In order to interact you need to have the
possibility of two-way communication, which
consists of sending and receiving signals. Signals
need to be processed once they have been received,
and that requires pattern recognition.
Our brain has a fast-track means of processing
patterns, especially those that we know can be
harmful to us. For instance, if your eyes spot a
snake, a signal moves through two parts of the brain
simultaneously. One path is the long way, whereby
the brain determines whether it is indeed a snake
and, if so, what type of snake it might be and
whether it could be poisonous. The other is the
short cut, a direct path to our flee-fight-freeze
response center. This means that, before you are
consciously aware that you have seen anything, you
have likely already moved away from the potential
danger. This is possible because our brain has some
hard-wired patterns that it knows how to interpret,
and there is an associated response path connected
to those patterns.
This example illustrates that signal processing
needs a means of interpreting the signal and also a
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‘rules engine’ to determine the appropriate action
that should be taken.
Rules engines are common in software
programming. They consist of a logic that defines
what should happen next based on current data. The
basic structure is: ‘If this case applies then go for
this response’. For example your bank uses a rules
engine to decide whether to allow you to get money
from a cash machine. It checks data such as how
much money you have in your account and whether
you are trying to withdraw more than your limit. We
have a similar type of rules engine in our head,
albeit one that works in a less deterministic way.
So, returning to our simple construct of an
emergent system, we have two or more elements
that have a memory, can interact, and go through
some progression over time. We can easily see how
one signal can lead to another, resulting in a cascade
of actions between individual elements and groups
of elements. The behavior of one element, however
small the action might be, therefore has the
potential to affect the other elements in the system,
and in turn their response to the signal may alter
the patterns of behavior in the entire system.

WE ARE GUIDED BY SIMPLE
RULES
When we explore pattern recognition and the rules
engine, we discover that there is a set of rules that
are programmed into individual elements to aid
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decision making. Rules can be innate or learned
over time. They do not have to be complicated.
Simple rules can beget very sophisticated behavior
for individual elements and for a system as a whole.
Many of the rules in emergent systems are based
on energy. It takes energy to maintain state within
an emergent system, and it takes energy, sometimes
more, sometimes less, to change state within a
system.
We use simple rules to handle our complex
world, whether ‘we’ be humans or any other type of
element in a complex system. One of the most
fundamental rules is ‘keep doing what you are doing
until there is a compelling reason to change’. This
rule implies no change and therefore a continuation
of any pattern of behavior through a system, unless,
of course, there is a compelling reason to change.
This change could be internally driven or forced by
some other element or environmental factor. For
instance, the need to go to the toilet, driven by the
complex system inside your body, would require you
to get up and find a bathroom.
Another crucial rule is ‘follow your peers’. This is
an important rule as it reduces the energy required
to think about the decisions we are constantly
confronted with, big and small. Following people
like you, either concretely like you or temporarily
similar in a given context (such as fellow coffee shop
patrons as you sip your latte), reduces the need to
think about every situation. If you see a bunch of
people queuing to the left of the cash register, then
you naturally go left to the end of the line and do not
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barge to the front or try to jump over the counter to
serve yourself.
At this point we can see that the rule of following
your peers offers a key insight into how to propagate
an action or behavior. We do not need to persuade
everyone to adopt a new pattern of behavior. We can
focus instead on changing the behavior of a few,
especially the people who are somehow considered
to be leaders in the peer group we seek to influence,
and ensure that their new behavior pattern is
observed and followed by the rest.
The general notion that elements are guided by
rules therefore gives us opportunities and
constraints in designing changes within a system. A
great benefit of these simple rules is that you do not
have to be overly prescriptive as to what people
should do. Merely take advantage of existing rules
or try to encode some people with new rules. Then
the system will begin to self-organize, ideally in the
direction and shape you desire, based on the
adoption of these rules and, of course, the key rule
of following what other people are doing.

HOW NEW THINGS START
Emergent systems can appear to be quite stable
despite the possibility of a small change disrupting
the ongoing behavior patterns. This poses an
important conceptual issue: How do new things
start? If the rules steer us towards maintaining
current behavior, it seems unlikely that anything
new will happen.
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Fortunately for the cause of novelty and
innovation, the nature of interactions means that
almost anything can disturb a stable-looking
system. For a start, any system that we observe (or
are part of), is in reality a mesh of emergent
systems. In almost all systems, every individual
element is itself an emergent system. Think of
yourself right now. Your body is complex. The
grumbling in your tummy as you feel hungry is a
signal from your internal system.
Furthermore systems can be exposed to external
shocks, such as rain or cold affecting your body.
Given that a change in behavior or an external
shock can occur anywhere in any part of any system
and then get passed on to other systems, it is
actually more surprising that everything is not
changing dramatically all the time!
It is reassuring to note, however, that even
though everything can change at any time, our
reality is that we do not live in a chaotic, anarchic
system. Despite the possibility of constant system
disruption, most changes are small and have little to
no impact on our daily life or on the environment
around us. Fortunately the simple rules and the
interactions that define our systems tend to produce
fairly stable results, allowing for small changes to
take place all the time but rarely destabilizing the
entire system.
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THE ROLE OF DEVIANCE
Similar to the goal of its individual elements, the
overall system aims to be as efficient as possible in
the pursuit of its purpose. However, the system
organizes itself for optimal efficiency irrespective of
the patterns that are the norm for the system’s
components. This result can be achieved if it is
possible for some elements in the system to behave
differently from the majority, to deviate from the
normal pattern of behavior.
Deviance can be taken as a neutral term, though
there are cases when you may have ‘positive’ or
‘negative’ deviance. For instance, a customer of a
software company might come up with a novel use
case for its software that is of great interest to
prospective clients when they hear about it: a
positive deviance for the software company. Or an
individual customer may have a very bad experience
with the software and complain about it: a negative
deviance. In both cases the customers affected
might start sharing their experience with other
clients. In this way a positive deviance can enhance
or improve on the state of the system, whereas a
negative deviation may harm or damage elements or
the entire system itself. However, whether a
deviation is positive or negative depends entirely on
your perspective.
Deviants are not obliged to follow what everyone
else is doing and so are more likely to change their
behavior within the system. And, as we have seen,
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any change can propagate through the entire system
through following behavior.
Individual elements do not share the same
properties and therefore some are more positively
disposed towards deviant behavior than others. This
disposition can appear in two ways. There is a
propensity to generate deviant behavior and also a
propensity to follow deviations.
On the one hand, an element may want to
deviate, implying that there needs to be a good
understanding of the group norm and that the
element makes some form of active effort to behave
differently. Then there is the propensity for all
elements to want to follow peers, and when a new
pattern emerges, the elements need to assess how
many other elements are maintaining their current
state versus adopting the new state. Some, likely
those with a high propensity to deviate, will have a
low threshold for changing so that even a few people
adopting a new pattern will encourage them to
switch to the new behavior. Others will have a high
threshold, thus preferring to follow the mass of
elements that have not yet changed behavior.

ABUNDANCE OPENS UP
OPPORTUNITIES
Another important notion in emergent systems is
that of abundance. Abundance is a very large
quantity of things, a relative degree of plentifulness.
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It is the opposite of scarcity, when there is a rarity or
insufficient supply of some resource.
Both abundance and scarcity have the capacity
to dramatically boost the likelihood of new things
emerging, from novel ideas to new applications for
existing things, although for different reasons.
Scarcity places constraints on the system, and it is
likely that the pressure of those constraints will
encourage some parts of the system to find
alternative approaches, deviating from the norm. A
state of abundance increases the chance of deviance
within the system in absolute terms and makes it
easier to take risks for those who want to
experiment.
One way to appreciate the increased odds in a
situation of abundance is to consider the ‘birthday
problem’: If there are 30 people in a room, what is
the percentage likelihood that two or more people
share a birthday (day and month)? Instinctively
most people think it is a small number, less than
5%. In fact there is a 71% chance of finding at least
one match.
When considering this problem, we might think,
‘What are the odds of someone matching my
birthday?’ and come up with a rough calculation
using 1 in 365 days. This is the wrong approach to
the math problem. Instead we need to calculate the
odds of one person having a match with one of the
29 other people, then the probability of the next
person matching one of the remaining 28, and so
on. Using this correct approach, we get a very high
percentage chance of finding a match.
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This simple calculation demonstrates the power
of abundance. In a scarce system the odds of finding
a match are quite low. However, as soon as the
constraint is removed, in this case by adding a large
enough number of people, the odds of a match go up
dramatically. Hence in an emergent system with
abundance, the odds of encountering novel ideas or
making interesting connections are very high,
although we do not know in advance what these
ideas or connections might be.

CREATING A STANDING
OVATION
At this stage it is useful to bring in an example that
illustrates how change can occur through a system
at scale with minimal effort.
Imagine a large theater with 1,000 patrons. It is
the end of the performance and people have already
started clapping. Will there be a standing ovation,
with the entire audience taking to their feet?
Standing ovations are hard to start from the back
of the room. The simple reason is that people need
to see what is going on and it is difficult to see
something happening behind you. Therefore
standing ovations are highly likely to start from the
front of the theater.
A standing ovation has to be initiated through an
act of deviation, that of standing up while clapping.
Before the first person stands, the two rules of
‘follow your peers’ and ‘keep doing what you are
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doing’ apply. This results in everyone being seated.
In this setting, the first person standing is a
deviation from the normal pattern, an ‘ignition’ that
has the potential to start new behaviors. They may
be standing for a variety of reasons: They loved the
performance, they are a friend of the performers, or
they want to leave early to go to the toilet.
Intriguingly the reason for the first person
standing is almost irrelevant. The important factor
is that there is now a deviation, 1 in a 1,000
adopting a new pattern.
As we have seen, people have a certain
propensity to follow deviations. Now, as time
progresses, those who observe the person standing
need to decide whether they stay seated, following
the mass, or follow the deviation.
A couple of seconds pass, providing the first
chance for the emergent system to respond to the
deviation. In a ‘negative pick-up’, nobody follows
the deviation and no one else stands up. In a
‘positive pick-up’, several people, likely scattered
around the auditorium, rise to their feet, replicating
the deviation and amplifying its original effect.
In the next few seconds it is likely that the initial
pick-up behavior will be copied, with actions – and
non-actions – spreading through the audience. In
the case of a positive pick-up, this means that 20 to
30 people are now standing, leaving almost the full
thousand still seated, following their peers by
staying in their place.
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At this point a contagion effect is likely to occur.
Standing ovations seem to roll from the front of the
room to the back (and to the balcony), a wave of
movement with each row lapsed by milliseconds in
rising. There is a simple rule that explains this
behavior, irrespective of the reasons and rationale
people might share post-fact. The main reason why
audience members get up at this point is in fact that
they want to see what is going on, the basic need for
signal reception.
Someone ten rows in front of you is now
standing. Then nine. Then eight. You may not have
even liked the performance at all. And yet, as the
rows of standing people reach you, you find yourself
on your feet, clapping with the masses. The small
action has scaled.
At the end of this contagion process, there are
exceptions to the standing ovation. Some people
remain seated, despite the overt social pressure to
adopt the new pattern of behavior. Often these are
people who are unable to stand, in a wheel chair or
temporarily immobile through a broken leg or
ankle. And there are others who absolutely resist the
urge to follow the new pattern, such as opposition
politicians refusing to give a standing ovation to the
current president or prime minister. This behavior
is also deviant, even though being seated was, but a
moment ago, the norm.
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SELF-ORGANIZATION,
NUDGES, AND THE GOAL
EFFECT
As we have learned, new behavioral patterns require
both a moment of ignition and subsequent waves of
followership. There are many potential sparks,
moments of novelty, within systems. New
companies appear, new gadgets, new YouTube
dance moves aspiring to go viral. And yet, the
followership model has a ‘winnowing’ effect
whereby a poorly conceived idea, or something that
lacks attraction powers, fails to gain followers, and
thus the pick-up behavior that spreads is one of
non-action.
In this way we can see that emergent systems,
defined by interaction, memory, and progression
through time, allow new behaviors to emerge and
sometimes propagate throughout the entire system.
In terms of scaling, we are interested in how we
can harness the power of emergence to identify
things that can scale or are in the process of scaling,
and particularly how we can steer a system towards
a desired goal.
Emergent systems self-organize without a
purpose or a goal, although goals may appear at any
time, by happenstance or by deliberate action. By
‘self-organize’ we mean that a system with
interacting elements will evolve a pattern of
behavior across the system, continually replicated or
occurring most of the time in most elements.
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Patterns always emerge, and once new patterns
are recognizable in a system, they may serve to
validate current plans or provoke some humility if
what emerges goes against your assumptions. In any
case, this self-organizing behavior allows you to
identify opportunities that may scale or have
already started to scale, as long as your
organization’s processes are designed to recognize
and take advantage of emergent solutions.
Self-organization does not necessarily lead to
optimal results, however, from either the system
perspective or from the point of view of the
elements within the system. As we have seen, any
pattern can be picked up and replicated, and this
does not necessarily mean that it will yield the best
outcomes.
To steer a system towards more desirable
outcomes, one needs to structure it so that, with as
little energy expended as possible, most elements
make the ‘right’ choices most of the time. This can
be achieved by ‘nudging’ the elements towards a
better decision and behavior path, either initially to
adopt new behaviors or over time to continue a
beneficial pattern of behavior.
Nudges take advantage of the rules that operate
within a system and within individuals. Nudges
might inform you of the most commonly chosen
preferences or might pre-select default options,
without forcing you to take them, to make an
optimal choice more likely.
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Nudges may be structured in a physical sense,
using the design of a system to achieve an optimal
outcome. For example, a recently opened facility for
the Fraunhofer Society, a German research
organization, positioned the stairwell in the center
of the building to encourage people to walk more
and therefore do more exercise, hiding the elevators
away in remote corners of the building.
Nudges are handy as they still give people
freedom of choice whilst making better quality
outcomes more likely for the individual and the
system as a whole.
Another powerful way of directing change within
an emergent system consists of using the principle
of a goal. A goal is a vision or direction that is set by
either an individual or a group within a system. This
would be, for instance, the vision of Muhammad
Yunus of total eradication of poverty in the world,
which has been translated into the widespread
promotion of social business as a tool for change
that is taught in business schools around the world.
A goal creates a driving energy to move the
system in a particular direction. From the
individual’s perspective, a goal makes it
substantially easier to navigate an abundant
emergent system. For instance, imagine you have
just arrived at a networking event crowded with
people. Let's say your goal is to find a new employer.
This will mean that, from your perspective, some
people become relevant and the majority irrelevant
to you. The goal, by its nature, narrows down your
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options in a way that boosts the likelihood of
realizing your objective.
To some extent there is a battle to affect
emergent systems, both from the goals and visions
of individual players within the system and from the
system’s own innate properties of self-organization.
The impact on the system is often determined by the
amount of energy applied to achieving one’s end
goal or interim targets and by the set of small smart
moves selected to steer a system in one’s direction.
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2. NETWORKS
A network is defined as a group of elements, such as
people, that are interconnected and have an explicit
understanding that they are affiliated.
We are surrounded by and immersed in
networks. Our train system is a network, with
railway lines connecting train stations. And we
ourselves are part of many networks, from our
families and college friends to professional
associations and business relationships.
Networks are a powerful tool for smart scaling,
as they allow you to rapidly reach large numbers of
people with your message and to encourage them to
act when needed.

INTERCONNECTION AND
AFFILIATION
Interconnectedness requires that the elements of
the network have the capacity for interaction and
that there are links between the elements that make
them members of a distinct grouping. The members
of a network share a common purpose or other
defining trait, and they have an established path for
communication or for the transfer of ‘things’. Often
they do not interact directly with each of the other
members but follow chains of individual
connections in several directions, or they exchange
communication via hubs.
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Our concept of emergent networks also
incorporates a sense of time and the property of
memory. Otherwise the elements in such a network
would not be able to establish interconnections with
several others.
All networks are therefore emergent systems,
whilst only those emergent systems constitute
networks where the elements are linked and have an
explicit understanding that they form part of a
network.
In the context of scaling it is possible to turn a
suitable emergent system into a network by
providing it with a network structure and instilling a
sense of common purpose. For example, the
participants of a conference can become a network if
you give them social networking tools that allow
them to interconnect and you provide a way of
demonstrating their affiliation to a common cause.

FOLLOWING, TRUST, AND
PRIORITIZATION
The concept of emergence makes it likely that
collections of interacting elements will form distinct
patterns of behavior. The rule of ‘follow your peers’
is also relevant for networks since copying behavior
tends to be more efficient than deviation. As social
beings, we experience this rule as a desire to spend
time with people we feel connected to in some way.
We have a preferential attraction to those who we
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feel are either like us or are affiliated with us
through a formal or informal network association.
This preference makes us more likely to pay
attention to messages that pass through these
networks, as we tend to prioritize the known over
the unknown. We are also more likely to trust the
content of the messages and instructions that we
receive through these associations, as over time and
through experience we become conditioned to the
content that emerges through these systems.

EXTENDING THE REACH AND
SPEED OF PROPAGATION
Human populations comprise of collections of
networks, such as different student groups, trade
unions, corporate employees, and so on. People in
those networks will also be members of other
networks, ranging from their families to different
types of formal associations.
With scaling in mind, we can quickly see how we
can dramatically expand our reach and accelerate
the speed of message propagation through a
strategy that identifies appropriate networks,
activates them, and encourages their members to
spread messages across the other networks that they
are affiliated with.
For instance, imagine you decide to hand out
copies of an interesting article to people in a
pedestrian zone. This is not a particularly efficient
way of spreading a message. There are a limited
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number of people within your reach, with many
trying to avoid you. Amongst those who take the
sheet, few will read the article as it is unlikely that it
matches their field of interest. Moreover, few if any
will share the story unless it is accidentally left in a
public place and picked up by someone else.
Now think about posting the same article to a
few hundred connections in a social media feed,
such as your Facebook page or a LinkedIn group
dedicated to the article’s topic, and asking them to
share it. The likelihood of a significant number of
people reading and sharing the article is much
higher than when using the one-on-one means of
communication, and the potential reach is
exponentially greater. This illustrates the true power
of networks, the ability to scale up the reach of a
message with little effort.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF
NETWORKS
There are several ways of categorizing networks.
Networks can be formal or informal. Formal
networks are those with an explicit purpose, clear
affiliation, and a set of associated behaviors that
members are expected to adhere to. Trade unions,
organizations’ employees, religious groups, and
professional associations are examples of formal
networks. Informal networks, such as friends and
professional acquaintances, are groups of people
whose purpose, affiliation, and set of behaviors are
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less clearly defined, although sometimes there is an
intense sense of connection.
Networks may exist over long periods of time or
appear and disappear in response to a particular
context. Networks like the Freemasons have existed
for hundreds of years, whereas the attendees of a
conference may be invited to form a network just for
the period of their event.
Networks may have strong connections,
involving close personal relationships, frequent
communication, and various other types of
interaction. Or they may be defined by loose
connections with sporadic interaction.
People prefer to connect to those they are close
to, either physically or in some other sense. Some
networks tend to therefore form very dense webs of
interconnections with a large amount of overlap.
For example, school friends are likely to have many
connections in common, with everyone knowing
everyone else and only a few pupils spending
significant time outside the school network.
In these dense networks messages tend to get
passed back and forth rapidly, creating an echo
chamber that reinforces the original message. This
can be useful when you want to convince people of a
particular message at a point in time, with
repetition helping to boost awareness. Because of
the close personal connection with one’s peers,
dense networks are also likely to lead to a higher
response rate for calls to action that require effort to
fulfill them. However, due to their inward focus
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these networks rarely solicit input from sources
outside of the group, and it is difficult to inject a
message into them if you are not a member yourself.
Loose networks on the other hand make it easier
to introduce messages from the outside and to
achieve wider reach of your messages when you ask
for them to get shared widely, beyond the members
of the current network.

ACTIVATING NETWORKS
The most effective scaling strategies take advantage
of networks to provoke action in a desired direction.
This is best achieved with a good understanding of
network structure, network use, and network
conditions.
Structure defines the way a network is
configured, with links connecting the elements. A
good example is the layout of train lines in a city or
country, with some stations acting as hubs. Network
use considers the flows that occur across the
network, akin to the trains carrying passengers and
freight. And network conditions refer to the
environment that the network is operating in, such
as the weather and how it impacts the transport
system.
Networks develop distinct patterns over time,
depending on the purpose of the network and the
general properties of emergence. It is rare that the
elements in a given network share exactly the same
traits and behaviors, and over time some elements
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are likely to evolve special characteristics. These will
in turn drive the structure of the network and
determine how the network can best be activated.
For example, communication within a network
will be more efficient if there is a hub – someone or
some entity playing a centralizing role that is able to
collate and spread messages for all members. In a
small network with relatively few elements you
might have a single hub. As a network gets larger,
one either needs a much more substantial hub to
handle the higher volume of interactions, or the
network may develop separate yet connected
decentralized hubs within clusters of the network.
An element that becomes a hub takes on a
specific role within the network. There are various
types of role that an element can play. Some have
permanent characteristics, others are short term,
based on the situation. Elements may play one or
more roles or no distinct role at all, in the latter case
just being present in the network.
These structures and roles help us understand
how different networks function and how they can
best be activated to achieve a desired scaling
outcome.
The objective of network activation reconnects
us with the use of goals in emergent systems. In our
discussion of emergence, we have described how
elements and parts of the system become relevant
based on our goal, with non-relevant parts reduced
in significance as far as our target is concerned.
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When we activate a network, it is as though an
energy pulse is applied to the structure of the
network, a moment of ignition that propagates
action, just like in the case of the standing ovation
that we looked at earlier.
In terms of the overall system, a well-crafted
activation quickly reveals which parts of the
network are responsive and which are nonresponsive – information that is useful for specific
asks and for having the network effectively evolve
over time.

HOW NETWORK ASKS SPREAD
Network activation is usually packaged as a network
‘ask’, a request to elements in the network to do
something. The request may emanate from any
member of the network, from a hub, or even from
outside the network. The ask may be to do
something simple, such as passing on information,
or more demanding, such as attending an upcoming
meeting. An ask with a call to action that requires
more effort will produce a lower response rate than
a simple request.
The spread of an ask through a network is aided
by the rules of emergent systems. Many asks will
produce visible signs of compliance or noncompliance to a request, such as posting to a social
media feed. This means that, as the ask begins to
spread, one can take advantage of ‘following’
dynamics in the network. Even if only a portion of
the network picks up the requested action, other
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network members can observe the new behavior
and in many cases will then follow.
The ask can travel through a network in different
ways. It can be spread directly, and therefore almost
instantly, to all members if you communicate via a
network hub or you use a broadcast approach that
announces the ask directly to the entire network.
The ask may also be repeated through a chain of
network participants, with recipients passing it to
the next unaltered. Or it may evolve over time,
retaining some core sense but getting adapted at
hand-over.
Asks can be amplified through a network. Some
members become popular, in a network sense, and
therefore communications that emanate from or
pass through them are treated with higher priority
than normal messages. Influencers like media
outlets, well-known commentators, recognized
experts, and celebrities serve this useful function.
Asks can jump from network to network. This
behavior spreads the message much further,
reaching out to other parts of a large system faster
and farther afield than one-to-one interaction could
ever achieve.
Some messages are propagated at an
exceptionally high speed, spreading from network to
network very quickly – the sought-after goal of ‘viral
spread’ for many marketeers. This effect requires an
ask that is either especially attractively packaged or
has content that excites people so much that they
feel somehow obliged to immediately share it.
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WHY MESSAGE
RECEPTIVENESS VARIES
Receptiveness and responsiveness regarding an ask
vary across a network. This applies both to
information sharing and to taking requested
actions. Broadcast communication to the masses,
with the same ask propagated to everyone at the
same time, may be an effective way to disseminate a
message widely, but it does not guarantee attention.
Even asks that are amplified through influencers are
not going to be read or acted upon by everyone,
because individual recipients have differing
propensities to follow requests.
Sometimes messages that are passed through a
network as though on a communication chain stop
spreading altogether. This may be because a large
portion of the recipients fail to be aware of the
message and therefore cannot pass it on, or they
may read the message and decide not to spread it
themselves. In a more extreme case, some members
act as deadeners in the network, deliberately killing
off an ask to prevent it from spreading altogether.
In addition to the level of receptiveness of
individual network members and the nature and the
packaging of the ask, there are two other factors that
influence message receptivity: the network structure
and the network conditions.
For example, a local sports club will have an
established pattern of communication and a
network structure that will probably include a hub
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for spreading messages. A request, such as asking
people to join a charity game and ideally invite their
friends along, will likely be read by its members and
acted upon to a high degree. However, if we have
instead a loose group with just a general interest in
sport, the same invitation coming from a member of
this group is likely to yield minimal response.
A less obvious consideration for network spread
(and the functioning of networks in general)
consists of the environmental conditions of the
network itself. Whilst we might think of a network
as dots and lines on a sheet of paper, those
representations of the structure exist in a context,
represented by the blank parts of our page.
The easiest way of illustrating this is by looking
at the effect of the weather on a road system.
Driving is fine on most days, but in heavy snow the
conditions make driving much more difficult. The
network and the ask, in this case driving from A to
B, may be the same, but the conditions alter the flow
within the network. In terms of scaling, people will
be less receptive for network asks for instance
during holiday times or major events that divert
their attention.

LEVERAGING LONG-TERM
NETWORKS
Over time, some networks become near-permanent
attributes of a system that often have developed
quite efficient connections, structures, and roles.
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There would be little advantage, and sometimes
tremendous cost, in building a new network for the
same purpose.
Long-term networks reduce the effort required
to spread information and asks, and they increase
the likelihood that appropriate actions are widely
adopted. This is because network participants
become conditioned to certain patterns of behavior,
which is reinforced through repeated messaging
from the network and replicated actions from other
members. The behaviors are frequently formalized
into rules, policies, or guidelines that are either
explicit or learned through experience. This has
great benefits for the efficiency of communication
and requests for action.
For scaling this observation means that you
should not assume that you need to create networks
from scratch. Rather you should aim to make use of
existing networks. In this way you can piggyback on
the structures, energy, and conditioning in current
networks and insert your own activation goal into
an established system.
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3. WAVES
Almost all systems in a dynamically stable state
have a surplus of energy, both in terms of the
system as a whole and the individual elements
within the system. The reason is that most elements
use up less energy once they have matched their
behavior to the rest of the system, and the system as
a whole consumes less energy than it did when
trying to find a balance.
The presence of surplus energy is the critical
attribute that gives rise to waves, providing us a
potent concept that we can apply to scaling. Waves
concentrate energy from a system and transfer
energy through the system.
We experience waves in different ways. We see
physical waves when we are at the ocean, watching
how they form a continuous pattern across huge
distances out at sea and then seem to vanish as the
waves roll onto the beach. We experience invisible
waves when we hear music or listen to people talk,
as sound waves travel to our ears and are turned
into recognizable sounds by our brain. And we get
caught up in waves in the sense of societal
movements, following fashion trends or feeling
pressure to adopt a new cause.
The concept of waves is both well recognized and
novel at the same time. Waves are covered in many
areas including physics, mathematics, electronics,
biology, and oceanography. However, there has
been little that relates the science of waves to
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business and society, combining waves with
emergence and networks.

WAVES PROVIDE ENERGY FOR
SCALING
In scaling we think of waves as a means of
transferring energy through a disturbance or a
periodic cycle that replicates a set of actions through
the system, coordinated through time. Our focus in
practice is on the spread of actions and behaviors
rather than the more abstract notion of the term
‘energy’.
Scaling plans take advantage of waves in several
ways. We can tap into the energy trapped in the
system and unleash a wave that we trigger by
creating a disturbance or a new periodic cycle. We
can catch waves as they present themselves in the
system, kicked off by an event outside of our
control, allowing us to benefit from the energy that
is newly available. And we can prolong our use of
waves by boosting the energy in the wave we are on,
by jumping onto similar waves, or by building
patterns into the wave that synchronize behavior.
The concept of waves gives scaling a huge edge in
terms of reaching the masses and inciting action.

SPREADING ACTIONS AT SCALE
We derive the origins and the means of wave
propagation from the concept of emergence. As we
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have discussed before, actions in a complex system
can be observed and replicated by other elements
and therefore spread. These actions do not all
become waves, though, since an action may spread
in a very narrow way or cease to be copied. Actions
need to replicate at scale to be considered a wave,
with scale defined as a sizeable portion of the given
population adopting the action. The action and its
spread also need to be coordinated in some way
over time, allowing energy to accumulate so that it
can be directed.
The standing ovation we described in our
explanation of emergence is an example of a wave. It
is a disturbance, a one-off occurrence, and the
behavior change affects almost the entire audience
in a short period of time. The action transforms into
a wave action when the mass of people start
following the initial pick-up groups.
The ‘Mexican Wave’ is a similar form of crowd
behavior, with people getting up, raising their arms,
and quickly sitting down again around a sports
arena. If you focus on the crowd rather than the
sport, you will often see individuals and groups
attempting to trigger a Mexican Wave but failing to
gain enough adherents for the wave to form. Efforts
to trigger a wave do not always result in one being
created. However, when pick-up is achieved, the
whole audience stands in succession with the wave
moving around the stadium until it dies out.
At the start of a standing ovation there is latent
energy in the system, that being the seated
audience. Everyone knows they need to stand and
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leave the auditorium, the only question is when. The
onset of clapping following the performance is
already a change in the state of the system,
indicating an upcoming transition from seated to
standing and creating the possibility of a standing
ovation.
An ignition is a trigger action that can,
deliberately or accidentally, unleash and then focus
the energy in the system to adopt a new behavior. In
the standing ovation, the end of the performance
agitates the audience and prepares them to rise. The
ignition of one person standing to clap, followed by
a pick-up group, leads the destabilized audience to
adopt the new pattern.
In scaling we think of waves as having the
additional properties of a ‘stretch’, the extent to
which the wave is applied across the system, and a
‘front’, that being the leading edge of the wave.
Waves can have a wide stretch, with an even
distribution of energy, or be spearheaded, with
energy concentrated in one part of the wave. And
the wave front may arrive much earlier in some
places than in others.
For example, the standing ovation wave
stretches across the breadth of the auditorium with
a front determined by the first people standing in
their given rows. We can see that it is very unlikely
that the front will start perfectly with everyone
standing in row 1. Instead the people standing after
the initial pickup are scattered around the room.
The wave then spreads backwards starting from the
trigger point. A person who stands in row 1 triggers
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a movement behind them in rows 2-3-4. Someone
standing in row 10 makes the people behind stand
too, but the rows ahead of them are likely to be
slower in rising, taking their cues from the people
next to them.
This presents an opportunity for scaling as it
reveals that some parts of a system are likely to be
ahead and other parts behind. We may therefore
develop programs that deliberately initiate new
things in fast-adopting places. We can also use these
areas to observe novel behaviors as they appear and
then judge whether they will form into a wave that
could be usefully harnessed.
Another insight we can derive from the ocean is
the impact of the underlying environment on a
wave’s stretch and front. If we sit at the beach we
notice that some parts of a wave crest and crash,
whereas other parts along the shoreline are calm
and softly vanish in the sand.
Waves on the coastline take their shape and
speed from the seabed below. Our example of the
standing ovation also demonstrates how the
environment affects wave propagation. An ovation
is less likely to occur in a venue with tiered seating,
such as a sports arena, because in that setting the
audience has an uninterrupted view of the show
irrespective of people standing in front of them.
This notion of the influence of the environment
can help us understand where waves might appear
and how they might take shape, allowing us to craft
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scaling plans that take advantage of circumstances
and structures.

MAINTAINING AND BUILDING
ENERGY
Waves that start as a disturbance can turn into a
pattern that repeats periodically. A stone dropped
into water creates a series of waves that continue
until the energy released in the fall is transferred to
the water. However, there needs to be a source for
the original wave and a means of maintaining
energy over time to generate a repeated wave
pattern.
The most commonly used method to maintain
energy over time is to harness cycles, either natural
cycles, such as night and day, or constructed cycles,
such as the end-of-year accounting period for a
business. These cycles create an ebb and flow of
energy within the system that can be stably
maintained over time. Examples are budget cycles
in corporations, product introduction cycles, and
fashion cycles.
A repeating wave pattern can also emerge when
a disturbance unleashes so much energy in the
elements of the system that these overstretch. Think
of a rock concert audience starting to jump in
excitement.
Waves concentrate energy into the pickup, not
the peak. For example, a strategic management
workshop requires a lot of preparation activity from
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many different parts of an organization leading up
to the event. There is often a feverish last-minute
rush followed by relatively smooth proceedings
during the actual event, and after the event we see a
lull in activity until a new session is planned.
There are a number of ways to increase the
amount of energy available in a wave. This helps in
scaling, because energy boosts both the reach and
the impact of a wave as it spreads.
Waves build energy through an increasing mass
of elements participating in the wave. Thus you
should continue to add adherents to the wave
through various tactics, such as using network hubs
and amplifiers to rapidly reach out to a large
number of people and groups.
There is a ‘quiet’ form of energy in a regularly
repeating pattern of waves. This pattern prepares
the system to recognize and repeat a certain type of
behavior over time. It assists in growing loyalty to
the system and in preventing other disruptions from
distracting people’s attention. Examples include
weekly company meetings or religious services. The
persistence of repeating events increases the
likelihood that people will continue to follow the
desired behavior path. Moreover, when new people
join a system, a regular pattern helps to initiate
newcomers and establish appropriate following
behavior.
You can also boost energy by coordinating waves
so that one wave adds energy to another. Two peaks
of equal height produce a wave of double the height
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if they are exactly coordinated, while they cancel
each other out if they are precisely out of sync.
In scaling you can design a series of activities
that take advantage of this effect by timing your
actions so that they reinforce each other, producing
additional scale over time. One example is to
combine the launch of a next-generation game
console with the launch of a hit game. Another
example would be to plan a series of weekly
meetings to lead up to a much larger event, such as
a rally or demonstration.
Finally, there is another type of wave with an
extraordinary impact: the tsunami. In the ocean a
tsunami is generated when there is a force, such as
an undersea earthquake, that disrupts a column of
water. This disturbance triggers a wave that rapidly
propagates in all directions with a front that
stretches for hundreds of kilometers. The tsunami
slows as it approaches the shoreline, and the wave
height grows significantly, the water being forced
upwards by the shallows. The resulting devastation
is caused not so much by the water but rather by the
mass of energy that is being transferred through the
water on to land.
In scaling we can take the workings of a tsunami
and apply them in a more positive manner. We take
a large initial disturbance and steer it in a way that
accumulates energy while constraining the wave, so
that it can have a tremendously outsized impact.
This was the tactic used by Bob Geldof and
Midge Ure in the mid-1980s with Band Aid and Live
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Aid. In October 1984, BBC news reports showed
images of a severe famine in Ethiopia. The two
musicians decided to raise money for famine relief
by writing a charity song, “Do They Know It's
Christmas”. Geldof persuaded 40 other artists to
contribute, and the song was released in December,
selling almost 4 million copies and raising £8
million.
As a quick follow-up, Geldof wanted to stage a
charity concert to raise additional funds. The event,
“Live Aid”, took place on 13 July 1985 in two venues,
London and Philadelphia. A global audience of 1.9
billion people followed along in one of the largest
satellite and TV broadcasts of history. The event
raised over £40 million for famine relief and awoke
a generation into thinking about events of human
suffering far away from their everyday lives. The
specific goal, the short time period, and the
tremendous pulling power of celebrities produced a
truly outsized result.

STEERING A WAVE
Waves can be guided, whether they are existing
waves that you are trying to harness or waves that
have just been unleashed as intended.
The elements in a system become agitated when
waves start to form, as the elements prepare for
possibly changing state. This instability poses risks
and opportunities in scaling since the ultimate
direction the wave will take is uncertain. The
agitation effect will frequently die down after a
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while, and people will revert back to previous
behavior unless energy is applied to drive people in
a particular direction, a new energy state.
Waves can be guided by all kinds of forces, not
just by your own attempts to channel them. For
example, revolutions often start for one reason, such
as complaints against corruption, and then are
hijacked by other groups with totally different
motives. This stresses the importance of attempting
to steer a wave in order to increase the possibility
that the effort put in to trigger the disturbance pays
off as initially intended.
The key to steering a wave is the use of a clear
goal. The concept of goals was introduced in
emergence, and waves take advantage of the same
concept. The goal helps to concentrate energy on a
particular objective, with the necessary actions
being configured to support the achievement of the
goal.
In some instances you need to define interim
milestones on the path to the goal. For example,
your first target might be organizing a rally, and if
this event proves successful you continue with
further steps that build momentum towards your
goal, such as a change in government policy.
Interim milestones can be a smart way of
engaging people at an early stage, as these tend to
require less effort. The goal directs the energy, and
the interim milestone unleashes it by providing a
short-term ‘reward’. Each milestone reached is a
reward and helps to boost confidence – a build-up
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of energy that can be used to set increasingly
ambitious milestones and grow a more potent wave
directed at the overall goal.
It is important to properly judge the amount of
energy required to reach the goal to avoid running
out of steam. Similarly momentum needs to build
up and be sustained across the entire length of the
wave. Analogies are the attention curve of a James
Bond movie, the changes in running speed across
the length of a marathon, or the intensity over time
of an advertising campaign.
Wave energy can be channeled by designing the
path of least resistance. It is possible to use rewards
and constraints, both real and artificial, to steer
people on the wave towards your objective. Time
deadlines can be a powerful constraint to galvanize
action, but they also deplete energy rapidly, making
it more difficult to sustain a wave.
You can make it easy for new people to join the
wave, thus replenishing its energy, if you reduce the
effort required to participate. This can be achieved
by simplifying any request, which boosts the
likelihood of instructions being followed.
Periodic cycles are also helpful in keeping a wave
on track, particularly if the intent is to ride the wave
for a longer period of time. Cycles add predictability
to the wave. Repetition provides a clear path to
action and gives new joiners an obvious way to get
engaged. In addition, people are more likely to
continue following a pattern of behavior if they have
invested a significant amount of time in the activity.
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Finally, cycles have a role to play as a sensing
system that allows you to keep track of activities and
check for changes in the level of participation. In
this way you can verify that the wave is leading to
the desired scaling effect.
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PART III: SCALING
FRAMES
It can be enlightening to look at an opportunity or a
problem from different angles, as each viewpoint
may uncover new insights, open up fresh ideas, and
allow you to develop more effective solutions.
We use the term ‘frame’ to describe a structured
way of looking at a scaling challenge, with each
frame focused on a particular aspect that is relevant
for scaling.
Imagine raising your hands up, making a
rectangular shape with your fingers to look at an
object, to frame a scene. As you move your hands
around the object, you see different views and gain
new perspectives of the object itself.
A scaling frame is therefore a specific way of
looking at your challenge for the purpose of
generating ideas and insights that will allow you to
achieve your scaling objectives via small smart
moves. Each frame is defined by a main idea or
theme. It is developed through further insights that
provide more depth to the frame and is illustrated
with several case studies. Although each frame
offers a distinct perspective, the frames do
interrelate and build upon one another.
Reading through the scaling frames will give you
a good feel for how we translate our three concepts
into action. We recommend using the “Quick
Overview” chapter as a way of finding out about the
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full breadth of the available frames. In addition, the
overview can serve as a checklist when you are
developing scaling plans. Even an expert
practitioner can overlook potentially productive
avenues for ideas if they have not got all frames in
mind.
To help you get started on your first scaling
project, we have selected a core set of frames we list
in the “Starter Frames” chapter. In our experience
these frames, when used together, cover the main
parts of a typical scaling plan and can significantly
improve an initiative.
Some people will want to delve more deeply into
a few of the frames that seem most appropriate for
their work. For instance, the network concept and
frames may trigger you to spend more time in this
area, possibly exploring other sources to expand
your thinking.
It will be useful to look at groups of frames to
stimulate your creativity. You might have a few
favorites you have taken the time to understand in
great depth, so you are able to get quickly to the
crux of a situation. Or you might want to take a
near-random selection of frames as a way of
expanding your thinking in a creative problemsolving workshop, a favorite for consulting firms.
It can take quite a while to go through the entire
set of frames for a project, particularly if you are
trying to build a strategy and a list of action items. It
can therefore be tempting to focus on a single frame
as a shortcut to scaling success. This is not
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necessarily a bad thing as situations are many and
varied. Do, though, keep in mind that by using
multiple frames you can develop more sophisticated
plans with a higher potential to yield a breakthrough
result.
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QUICK OVERVIEW
In this section you find a short summary of each
frame, allowing you to scan through the list and look
for those frames that may be most helpful and
inspiring in your situation.
Remember that the best scaling plans are
designed based on a multi-faceted approach,
connecting together ideas generated from several
frames to develop a unique plan with a high
probability of success.

1. Emergence
1.1. SET TARGETS
To scale effectively, develop a vision of how far and
how fast you would like to scale. Define targets for
key performance indicators, focusing on progression
over time. Use these targets to direct the network,
and expose your assumptions of how things will
progress to form a learning loop.
1.2. ALLOW EMERGENCE
Give your system some freedom of action by
creating conditions that allow opportunities to
emerge, be winnowed through exposure and use,
and then either spread or disappear. Use the crowd
or other user-based mechanisms to highlight those
concepts that are most likely to scale.
1.3. BALANCE CONTROL
Define the core features of your offering that you
believe you must provide and control. Enable
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configuration and personalization for the other
areas in a way that can scale without inhibiting
efficient growth. Modularize the process steps and
allow third parties to hook into your functionality.
1.4. FOSTER AN ECOSYSTEM
Leverage other people’s assets and resources to
scale exponentially. Give others an incentive to
support you, by designing your concept as a
platform with hooks for the products and services of
third parties. Aim to create a beneficial environment
for many individuals and organizations.
1.5. EXPAND TO ADJACENCIES
Start in a well chosen niche, while developing the
potential to quickly step into adjacent markets with
offerings that draw on and support the core
capabilities of your organization. Ensure that your
solutions can be scaled up with as little need for
redesign as possible, and develop a robust
repeatable program for entering new markets.
1.6. HARNESS FOLLOWERSHIP
To change behavior patterns, design spark activities
surrounded by groups of followers, or watch out for
relevant sparks generated by others. Carefully
manage the immediate following behavior to visibly
replicate the actions that you would like people to
adopt. You do not need to be concerned with the
viewpoints of every individual whose behavior you
wish to influence. Concentrate primarily on a select
few who will be followed by others.
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1.7. ENGAGE THE CROWD
Harness the power of the crowd, internally and
externally to your organization, to scale your
business or concept in many ways by implementing
a crowd mindset across all aspects of your venture.
Technology allows us to reach out to many people at
the same time, to focus human energy on all kinds
of activities, and to gain benefits from having
thousands of pairs of eyes looking at an initiative.
1.8. USE POWER LAWS AND LONG TAILS
Use power laws to identify and focus on those items
that exhibit by far the highest activity, allowing you
to get to scale faster. Apply the long tail concept to
develop a highly sustainable and scalable business
across niches. Design a platform that adapts so that
it can meet and aggregate the various long tail
needs.
1.9. SEED OPTIONALITY
Increase the chances of your business achieving
outsized results by being open to serendipity and
new approaches. Deliberately seek out lowprobability, high-impact options and nurture a
highly diverse portfolio. Allocate little investment to
these activities, but be ready to execute and act at
scale as soon as an option has turned into a major
new business opportunity.
1.10. EXPERIMENT TO IMPROVE
Implement a continuous prototyping approach,
combined with appropriate metrics, immediate
feedback loops, and corrective action, that leads to
the high-frequency deployment of incremental
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changes. Institutionalized processes for rapid
improvement allow you to react faster to changing
patterns and emerging opportunities.
1.11. EXPLOIT DATA
Use a broad range of data and analytics to uncover
trends, correlations, and opportunities, and then
test and validate candidates’ scaling potential.
Success requires a data collection mentality and
capability, a sense of where to look for patterns, and
a willingness to recognize the results.
1.12. DESIGN CHOICES
Design structured choices that steer users towards
those options that allow your offering to scale,
whilst giving them the freedom to make choices in
their own interest. Choice architecture nudges
people towards the best option most of the time,
with the least amount of effort and risk of
disengaging.
1.13. INTRODUCE A CURRENCY
Facilitate scaling by giving users a community
currency or loyalty points, in order to signal and
amplify individual users’ priorities along with the
collective needs of the community. A virtual
currency enables users to self-organize, allowing
optimal solutions to emerge without requiring
central control.
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2. Networks
2.1. TARGET HUBS AND AMPLIFERS
Identify networks and communities, virtual and
real-world, that align to your mission in some way.
Target individuals and groups within them who
control or support the message flow (hubs), and
those who are able to magnify and accelerate the
spread of network messages and asks (amplifiers).
2.2. ACTIVATE NETWORKS
Design your communications to convey the actions
and behaviors you desire and to encourage people to
spread them through their professional and
personal networks. Ask people explicitly to share
your message, and make any other requests simple
to execute.
2.3. JUMP ACROSS NETWORKS
Actively make connections and foster social and
professional interactions with individuals with
whom you are only remotely associated and who
have moved through different careers, industries, or
academic disciplines. Network asks, messages, or
actions passed through these individuals can spread
extremely quickly across geographic and industry
boundaries.
2.4. INFECT WITH IDEAS
Design concepts to spread between people and
across boundaries like a virus. Define the nature of
the contact that is most likely to ‘infect’ a large
number of people within a network – channel,
duration, repeated exposure, etc. Consider how the
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infection can be passed on, for example by people
displaying visible signs that lead to discussions and
further promotion.
2.5. LEVERAGE NETWORK EFFECTS
Design your concept to incorporate network effects,
whereby the overall value of the network and the
utility to individuals increase with every additional
user in a non-linear way. Do not forget that the
initial uptake needs to reach a critical mass of users
to make the concept viable.
2.6. DEVELOP A COMMUNITY
Create and nurture a community focused on your
core concept, supporting enthusiasts as well as
passive followers and adding both an enlarged
experience of the concept and a group dynamic.
Invest in community software, community
managers, and community events to add substance
to the community and to continue deriving benefits
over time.
2.7. GAMIFY
Use games, simulations, rewards, and the sense of
fun in general to offer an engaging platform for
users to learn, process information, connect with
others, or make decisions. Engage with people on an
emotional and playful level, even for more serious
topics.
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3. Waves
3.1. UNLEASH A WAVE
Unlock the pent-up energy in the system by
removing a key constraint for society or by
providing a focus and release to this latent energy,
for instance through a major event or a movement.
Communicate a compelling story of change to direct
and support the momentum of the crowd.
3.2. CATCH A WAVE
Learn which underlying forces drive your
opportunity, and be prepared to take full advantage
of developments once a favorable wave appears. Put
monitoring mechanisms in place to be able to react
fast to new trends. Implement a flexible value chain
that can ramp up quickly when demand soars.
3.3. RIDE A WAVE
Nurture the wave you are riding and maintain your
momentum by providing more energy, people, and
opportunities to those factors on which your success
depends. Keep adapting your approach to changing
conditions. Consider jumping on related waves to
maintain relevance and reduce risks.
3.4. CREATE A MOVEMENT
Design a movement, mobilizing people behind a
shared purpose, by using brands, platforms, and
content that encourages self-action and builds a
sustaining mass of supporters over time.
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3.5. SYNCHRONIZE
Design synchronizing activities that give relevant
networks a heartbeat, a pulse, a rhythm, with an
expectation of continuation over time, creating a
sense of synergy and common purpose. Routines,
such as recurring major events, repeated activities
on specific dates, and regular communication,
condition people to receiving messages and carrying
out actions.
3.6. BUILD CRESCENDO
Deploy a series of coordinated actions and events
that grow in importance and impact over time,
thereby making your concept more visible, and
culminate in a seemingly inevitable result. Each
time period should build on previous actions,
deepening the relationship with existing supporters
and making your initiative more attractive for new
adopters.
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STARTER FRAMES
Whilst all scaling frames can be useful, there are
eight frames that serve as the most appropriate
starter set. These frames have been selected because
they reflect the basic skeleton of a scaling plan and
incorporate a range of avenues for further
exploration.
The starter frames therefore help you develop
the first iteration of an effective scaling strategy that
should result in a unique approach for your
initiative.
The order of the starter frames list is slightly
different from the presentation of the frames in the
next chapters. Rather than following the allocation
by concept area, the starter list fits the thought
process that you are likely to go through when you
start working on a project.
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SET TARGETS
ALLOW EMERGENCE
CATCH A WAVE
BALANCE CONTROL
TARGET HUBS AND AMPLIFERS
ACTIVATE NETWORKS
HARNESS FOLLOWERSHIP
ENGAGE THE CROWD
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1. EMERGENCE
Across the range of the emergence frames, the core
notion is to allow for things to emerge, to ‘pop up’,
rather than try to force them to happen or make
overly detailed plans. This spirit of openness
increases the likelihood that opportunities will
surface that have the potential to spread.
Treat these frames more like a philosophy than a
prescription, as you do not know what things will
emerge and whether they will actually scale.
Develop methods that allow opportunities to
emerge, seek out successful solutions as they
appear, and apply resources and deliberation to take
advantage of them as they begin to scale.
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Frames
1.1. SET TARGETS
1.2. ALLOW EMERGENCE
1.3. BALANCE CONTROL
1.4. FOSTER AN ECOSYSTEM
1.5. EXPAND TO ADJACENCIES
1.6. HARNESS FOLLOWERSHIP
1.7. ENGAGE THE CROWD
1.8. USE POWER LAWS AND LONG TAILS
1.9. SEED OPTIONALITY
1.10. EXPERIMENT TO IMPROVE
1.11. EXPLOIT DATA
1.12. DESIGN CHOICES
1.13. INTRODUCE A CURRENCY
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1.1. SET TARGETS
To scale effectively, develop a vision of how
far and how fast you would like to scale.
Define targets for key performance
indicators, focusing on progression over
time. Use these targets to direct the network,
and expose your assumptions of how things
will progress to form a learning loop.
Scale is a relative term, and therefore an
essential part of any scaling strategy consists of
defining how far and how fast one wants to scale to
achieve the desired goals. This is true no matter
which type of outsized results you aim to reach.
Not only does the process of setting targets
validate your thought process, but it also allows you
to narrow down the strategic options, and opens up
your thinking to develop out-of-the-box tactics to
reach high targets.
Do you need 50, 500, 5,000, or 100,000 people
to take action? In order to achieve this scale, how
many people do you actually need to persuade and
how many can you expect to follow along without
needing to mobilize them directly? Do you want to
reach this scale within a week, a month, or a year?
The answers to these questions and the resources
available have an impact on the methods you may
use.
Often people find that applying the methods
from the frames is likely to allow more rapid scaling
than was forecast when setting the initial targets. In
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this case the targets should be revisited to see
whether a more ambitious approach can indeed be
supported. A sanity check, using history and
competitor insights, is valuable for validating
whether you are overly ambitious in terms of scope
and timeframe or possibly not ambitious enough.
Targets set two or three years into the future can
be developed for different trajectories. Obviously it
makes sense to focus on the preferred trajectory and
invest time and effort to make that happen.
However, it can be useful to lay out several paths
that might lead to the proposed targets being
achieved, both in numerical terms for milestones,
and as a list of assumptions that support those
targets and trajectories.
Making the assumptions in your predictions
explicit will improve your mental models, and these
assumptions can be tested over time to ensure you
are not blind-sided when you encounter unforeseen
situations.
For example, a service may expect 100,000 new
customers by the end of the year, which might imply
at least 10,000 customers within the next month.
These interim numbers should be used to validate
whether the initiative is scaling as planned, and the
assumptions should be checked to verify the
thought process that underpins the plans.
Corrections can then be made to align the nearfuture path with an appropriate trajectory, and if
necessary the overall target itself should be
revisited.
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Case: School Enterprise Challenge
The School Enterprise Challenge was started in 2011
by Teach a Man to Fish, a London-based NGO
working in the field of education. The NGO had
been founded on the premise that children in less
developed areas around the world should learn
more practical skills in school. These skills would
help them become future entrepreneurs or make
them better employees.
Teach a Man to Fish initially planned to achieve
their goal by developing their own schools as pilot
programs around the world. Unfortunately they
found that this method was not very scalable, at a
cost of hundreds of thousands of pounds to
establish a program.
In 2010 the NGO undertook a strategic planning
exercise focused on their real end goal, targeting
millions of children rather than being able to help
just a few hundred. As a result they created the
School Enterprise Challenge, a competition that
invited teachers and classes around the world to
develop sustainable school-based businesses and to
submit their projects for the chance of winning
prizes and awards.
The NGO produced content packs that help the
teachers and their pupils decide which business to
select and how to run their operations successfully.
They strongly encouraged schools to connect with
each other and share their lessons learned instead of
working in competition.
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The new initiative proved much more scalable
than the original approach. In its first three years of
operation, the challenge reached over 1,100 schools
in 81 countries, involving over 75,000 children in
various projects ranging from chicken farms to solar
recharging stations for mobiles. It was also very cost
effective: rather than the £10,000 cost per child for
the build-the-school method, the cost was closer to
£10.
Based on some individual measures, the NGO’s
impact was less than envisaged originally. But with
massively more children being involved, the
absolute impact was seen to be greater and more in
line with the goals and targets they set when
drawing up their new strategy.

Case: Global Witness Blood Diamonds
Global Witness, a transparency non-profit, set
themselves a target of significantly reducing the
trade in ‘blood diamonds’. These diamonds are
mined mostly in African conflict areas, like the
Democratic Republic of Congo, and are sold to fund
violent conflict and fuel human rights abuses.
To achieve this challenging end goal, Global
Witness designed a plan that would put public
pressure on decision makers. The first stage of the
plan was to make sure that their message reached
the masses. The tactic they chose consisted of a
dramatic public relations stunt targeted at 100 key
influencers in the media and politics. Each of these
individuals received a special ‘gift package’ through
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the mail: a Tiffany-style jewelry box containing a
diamond ring (fake) on a severed finger (also fake).
As the packages were all coordinated to arrive
within a few days of each other, the influencers
believed there was a huge movement behind the
activity (as opposed to the reality of a few people in
a London office) and so the issue managed to get
unprecedented airtime in newspapers and politics.
In response to this pressure, a series of measures
were implemented over the next few years by
industry groups including the World Diamond
Congress and the World Federation of Diamond
Bourses. In 2002 the UN approved the Kimberley
Process Certification Scheme, a system that
attempted to curtail the flow of conflict diamonds,
help stabilize fragile countries, and support their
development.
The efforts to reduce the trade in conflict
diamonds have not been entirely successful, largely
due to corruption in diamond-producing countries.
Fortunately there have been some successes, such as
the large increase in the export of legal diamonds
from previously war-torn countries like Sierra
Leone.

Key Points
To scale effectively, you need to develop a vision of
how far and how fast you would like to scale. Your
targets and the resources available have an impact
on the scaling methods you may use.
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Define targets for your key performance
indicators, focusing on progression over time.
Targets set two or three years into the future can
be developed with different trajectories. Make your
assumptions explicit and check their validity over
time.
This is starter frame 1: go to the next starter frame
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1.2. ALLOW EMERGENCE
Give your system some freedom of action by
creating conditions that allow opportunities
to emerge, be ‘winnowed’ through exposure
and use, and then either spread or
disappear. Use the crowd or other userbased mechanisms to highlight those
concepts that are most likely to scale.
There are two important aspects to allowing
emergence. The first consists of deliberately
allowing ideas to spring forth by giving your system
some freedom of action, as a whole and for its
elements. Provide space for experimentation and
user choice. Be open to new insights from a range of
sources and angles, and monitor your environment
for emerging opportunities, such as new product
and service ideas, and potential partnerships.
Seemingly random events or inputs can yield
surprisingly outsized results.
Sometimes it is possible to know in advance
where promising ideas might emerge and to design
structured sensing and gathering processes to
encourage and collect input. For instance, a
customer feedback system will likely generate useful
suggestions for improvements when it is integrated
directly into your product or service.
The second aspect entails allowing the crowd or
other user-based mechanisms to highlight those
concepts that are most likely to scale. Either obtain
explicit feedback by encouraging a large, diverse
group of people to review and rate your
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opportunities, or analyze relevant choices made by
your target audience based on usage data.
It requires a special openness to solicit and listen
to ideas and feedback and to accept that this process
is likely to yield a better outcome than pure
independent thought.
Your methods should create the right conditions
for promising solutions to appear and be
recognized. The approach does not mean, though,
that executives and leaders can neglect their
responsibility for identifying opportunities,
generating and refining ideas, and picking winners.
At the same time, even if interesting ideas and
opportunities emerge, you should not necessarily
proceed with any of them. You still have your own
goals and targets, vision, and strategy. Yet if there is
a consistent stream of emergent outcomes that run
counter to your vision or demonstrate that it will be
challenging to meet your targets, this implies that
you should rethink your goals and objectives and
bring your offerings more in line with the revealed
feedback in order to achieve scale.

Case: Flickr
In March 2005, Yahoo made an acquisition,
reportedly at a cost of $35 million, to gain a photo
sharing site. That target was Flickr and by 2013 the
service had collected more than 8 billion photos
from more than 87 million users, with over 3.5
million new images uploaded every day.
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Flickr did not start life as a photo-sharing
application, however. The service emerged from
community tools originally created for a massively
multiplayer online game (MMOG) called “Game
Neverending” from Vancouver-based Ludicorp.
Users could chat with each other using instant
messaging windows and share digital images of
objects in the game. This functionality was soon
extended to include any digital object and rapidly
users started to share photos.
The service was originally designed for real-time
chatting about images, instead of storing them and
supporting asynchronous discussion. When the
game was redesigned as a web application, the
images were given permanent unique URL
addresses, which lead to a dramatic increase in user
adoption. Eventually it became clear that the
original vision of a game with an instant messaging
environment was not what users valued and instead
the need for photo sharing emerged. The team
dropped the other features to focus on this
functionality and soon after the company was
acquired by Yahoo.
According to co-founder, Caterina Fake: “Had
we sat down and said, ‘Let’s start a photo
application,’ we would have failed, we would have
done all this research and done all the wrong
things.”

Case: HP Autonomy
HP Autonomy is an enterprise software and services
company. Its solutions are based on a core
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technology that allows its customers to analyze large
amounts of human information from virtually any
source. The company was the largest independent
software company in the UK, with revenues of $800
million and profits of $210 million, until it was
acquired by Hewlett-Packard in 2011 for $10 billion
(though later written down by $8.8 billion).
Their technology, called IDOL, is a platform that
can be adapted and integrated for many business
applications. The margins on software licenses and
consulting for a customer implementation can be
significant, but the selling process tends to be
lengthy. One way of accelerating sales, and boosting
margins, is to turn frequently requested applications
of the software into products.
For example, a bank may wish to use the
software to analyze customer records in a particular
way. Building a bespoke consulting-led solution will
take longer and be more expensive than adapting an
‘off-the-shelf’ solution focused on this type of
application or industry.
Rather than second guess the market, Autonomy
would identify existing customer solutions that
could be productized, and put them through an
internal process to genericize them. The company
would rebuild the applications, avoiding customerspecific intellectual property, and then market them
as distinct, high-value products.
By letting the requests emerge through actual
customer usage, Autonomy could fast-track new
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opportunities and lower their risks by starting with
demand from paying customers.

Case: IBM’s Deep Blue
Computer intelligence took a huge leap forward in
1997 when chess world champion Gary Kasparov
was beaten in a six-match series by IBM’s Deep Blue
computer.
The computer used masses of computing power,
pure brute force, plus various rules of chess to
determine its best moves. The computer made a
mistake in game 1, a poor move that surprised and
confused Kasparov. He became convinced that the
computer was cheating. But, according to the
designers of Deep Blue, the software had generated
an error and the rule it followed in this case was
‘take a random legal move’, which was meant to
enable it to cope with unspecified situations. The
result was the move that surprised, and in a match
played over several games, one poor move may have
lost a game, but it won the series.
The match validated the argument that artificial
intelligence capabilities were increasing rapidly and
that maybe one day we can expect computers to be
on a par with, and perhaps surpass, many forms of
human intelligence. It also showed how random
events can have unforeseen consequences.

Key Points
Give your system some freedom of action by
creating conditions that allow opportunities like
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new product and service ideas and potential
partnerships to emerge, be winnowed through
market and system feedback, and then either spread
or disappear.
Use the crowd or other user-based mechanisms
to highlight those concepts that are most likely to
scale. You can then align your strategies with the
feedback from your target audience and invest in
the most promising opportunities.
This is starter frame 2: go to the next or the
previous starter frame
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1.3. BALANCE CONTROL
Define the core features of your offering that
you believe you must provide and control.
Enable configuration and personalization
for the other areas in a way that can scale
without inhibiting efficient growth.
Modularize the process steps and allow third
parties to hook into your functionality.
By allowing adaptation and configuration of
product features and process steps – either by the
users themselves or by others in the product’s or
service’s ecosystem – your offering can support a
wide variety of user experiences. This strategy
enlarges your potential market and enables you to
grow efficiently at scale.
There are often many different ways of how
people perceive a product, and configuration allows
customers to craft their own narrative of the
offering and create a passion for it.
Identify the core functionality that you need to
have under your control. Then enable and promote
configuration for the other areas of your offering.
The goal of this approach is personalization that is
driven directly by the user’s individual choices
rather than by a set of preconfigured product
modules that you provide.
You can implement the necessary degree of
adaptability by modularizing the process steps,
allowing others to hook into your functionality, and
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providing real-time configuration of production or
delivery processes.

Case: Mobile Phones
Mobile phones have come a long way since Motorola
produced the first handheld mobile phone in 1973
(weighing 1kg and providing 30 minutes of talk time
– with 10 hours to recharge). There is now immense
variety available in the mobile ecosystem, with all
parts of the user experience open to adaptability –
balanced with strong elements of control prescribed
by the handset developers.
Customers are offered a host of hardware
accessories by third-party suppliers, so that their
mobile device can meet a wide range of
requirements in terms of look and feel as well as
practical needs. There is also a long list of
functionality options that can be configured either
by their chosen telecoms company or directly by the
users. In addition, consumers can select from a vast
pool of apps, often provided for free by private or
corporate software developers, that extend the
phone’s functionality in all directions. And last but
not least there is the choice of ringtones, which was
an early example of mobile phone mass
individualization.
This flexible approach has benefited consumers
as well as all players in the ecosystem, with the
result that the number of mobile subscriptions in
the world reached 6.8 billion in 2012, of which 1
billion were for smartphones.
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Case: Salesforce.com
Salesforce.com, ranked the most innovative
company in the US by Forbes in 2013, is an
enterprise software company based in San
Francisco. It has over 100,000 paying customers,
ranging from small and medium-sized businesses to
multinationals and covering all kinds of industries.
Salesforce.com offers its clients an increasing
selection of different software solutions.
The only way the company can efficiently meet
such a large variety of customer needs and carry on
growing is to allow for high levels of configuration
for all of its products.
Many software firms follow this route, and by
providing SDKs (software development kits) they
enable third parties to design their own products,
features, and application combinations whilst
complying with a core set of requirements from the
software vendor. This creates a significant revenue
opportunity for the firms’ business partners.

Key Points
Enlarge your potential market and grow efficiently
at scale by offering adaptation and configuration of
your product features and process steps –
performed either by the users themselves or by
third-party providers.
Define the core features that you believe you
must provide and control. At the same time
modularize the process steps, allow third parties to
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hook into your functionality, and provide real-time
configuration.
This is starter frame 4: go to the next or the
previous starter frame
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1.4. FOSTER AN ECOSYSTEM
Leverage other people’s assets and resources
to scale exponentially. Give others an
incentive to support you, by designing your
concept as a platform with hooks for the
products and services of third parties. Aim
to create a beneficial environment for many
individuals and organizations.
The strategy of fostering an ecosystem around
your set of offerings provides incentives for others
to cooperate, thereby creating long-term support for
your organization. The more individuals,
entrepreneurs, and organizations there are who
depend on your success, the better your odds are for
ongoing growth.
You can benefit, for example, from third-parties’
brand recognition, production facilities, distribution
channels, networks, and customer base. Moreover,
their related products and services can allow your
offering to cover user needs to a larger extent.
Ideally your platform attracts third-party
offerings that add to your core value rather than
supplant it. There is a risk, though, that suppliers
may encroach on your central position in the
ecosystem if you fail to maintain a sufficiently
recognizable value in your own offering.
From time to time you will find your goals at
odds with those of your ecosystem, especially if you
intend to expand your core offering into an area that
is currently served by others. In this case you need
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to carefully analyze the possible long-term
implications of alienating the relevant members of
the ecosystem.
Fostering an ecosystem can be a very powerful
scaling strategy, but it is easier to design than turn
into reality. It takes effort, time, and good planning
and execution to be able to offer a true platform for
others.

Case: Hindustan Unilever
Hindustan Unilever’s Shakti Entrepreneurial
Programme helps women in rural India set up small
businesses as direct-to-consumer retailers. Started
in 2001, the social business initiative equips women
with business skills and a way out of poverty, while
it creates a new distribution channel for Unilever
products in this large and fast-growing consumer
market.
The program has been designed for the current
environment of low-spending customers who buy
mainly low-cost, single-use packages. Having
established close local connections and an
entrepreneurial community engaged with its
products, Unilever will in future benefit from a
strong position in a market with growing income.

Case: Dow AgroSciences’ Sentricon
Dow AgroSciences has developed a novel termite
control solution called Sentricon. Unlike traditional
methods that rely on thousands of liters of liquid
chemicals and the digging of a trench around the
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house, Dow AgroSciences’ system is based on small
stations acting as termite bait, using just grams of
chemicals. The approach entails an ongoing
engagement, with exterminators maintaining a ring
of Sentricon stations around the house to eliminate
the existing colony and avoid future termite attacks.
During the development phase of Sentricon,
Dow worked closely with its ecosystem of
contractors and exterminators. They created the
new qualification of Certified Sentricon Specialists
who are trained to place and monitor the bait
stations, advertising that “Dow AgroSciences has
prescreened the nation’s pest professionals to find
the best for you.” This enables the exterminators to
signal a superior skill set to prospective customers,
while Dow AgroSciences has gained contractors that
are more committed to selling Dow products.
The system benefits all concerned, including
customers and the environment, and was awarded
the Presidential Green Chemistry Award by the US
Environmental Protection Agency.

Case: US Bakery
When Wonderbread extended the shelf-life of its
bread products and reduced the delivery frequency
to convenience stores at the same time, the
company failed to analyze the impact on its
ecosystem.
The change, which was the result of a cost
cutting mission, misunderstood the interests of its
delivery drivers and ignored the fact that the drivers
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used to keep the shops’ bread section tidy, putting
Wonderbread in the most prominent place. After
falling sales and rising debt, the firm went bankrupt
in 2012.

Key Points
Scale exponentially by leveraging other people’s
assets and resources.
Design your concept as a platform with hooks for
the products and services of third parties. Offering a
beneficial environment for many individuals,
entrepreneurs, and organizations provides longterm support for your organization.
Ideally you will benefit from platform dynamics
– attracting third-party offerings that add to your
core value.
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1.5. EXPAND TO ADJACENCIES
Start in a well chosen niche, while
developing the potential to quickly step into
adjacent markets with offerings that draw on
and support the core capabilities of your
organization. Ensure that your solutions can
be scaled up with as little need for redesign
as possible, and develop a robust repeatable
program for entering new markets.
Even in the case of a concept that you believe can
scale widely, there are benefits in focusing initially
on a small area. A niche market that is close to home
offers initial protection and greater learning because
it provides easier feedback and may be less
competitive.
Before selecting your niche, carefully map out its
adjacent opportunities to ensure that there are
enough appropriate ones with the potential to reach
scale.
The niche and the adjacent activities can develop
more effectively if they leverage your core
capabilities, and they can help strengthen the core,
positioning you for further growth. Your activities
across these markets should therefore be so closely
related that you keep extending and deepening the
key capabilities of your core business.
Your aim is to seek out and invest in adjacent
markets early on. With this expansion strategy in
mind, construct your initial offering in such a way
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that it can be scaled across markets requiring as
little redesign as possible.
Once the offering in the niche becomes a success
and your core offering is sufficiently well developed
and stable, shift into related markets to maintain
rapid growth. For example, you may enter new
geographies, customer segments, or distribution
channels or add complementary products and
services. Some of these adjacent markets will be the
same size as your original market, others may be
much larger.
You will need to develop a robust repeatable
program for entering new markets. It has to include
a strong learning loop and be backed by adequate
resources to make your expansion plans viable.
Over time, the competitive advantages that
result from the capabilities and market positions
you have established will support you as you enter
new adjacencies, but in the early days it is important
not to become too stretched and put the venture at
risk.

Case: Endemol
Endemol, the world’s largest independent television
production company, launches new formats first in
the Netherlands, where it has a very strong position,
before trying to export successful formats
internationally.
Big Brother was first aired in 1999 and has so far
seen almost 300 people win the docu-soap contest.
Endemol’s most profitable property, Deal or No
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Deal, was first shown in the Netherlands in
November 2000 (as Miljioenenjacht), reaching the
US and UK in 2005 (and even Afghanistan as
Ganjina in 2010).

Case: Enternships
Enternships is a social enterprise that connects
young people to job opportunities in
entrepreneurial firms and large companies.
Originally its focus was the niche offering of
placing graduates in technology startups in London,
but it has expanded its offering to include more
established companies in different industries and
locations, like Havas and Santander. It has also
designed ground-breaking programs like Wayra,
sponsored by Telefonica, to boost the creation and
acceleration of technology companies in Europe and
Latin America.

Key Points
Launch your initial offering in a niche market,
having carefully mapped out its adjacent
opportunities to ensure that there are enough
appropriate ones with the potential to reach scale.
Develop the potential to quickly step into
adjacent, often larger markets with offerings that
draw on and support the core capabilities of your
organization.
Ensure that your offerings, once sufficiently
developed and stable, can be scaled up with as little
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need for redesign as possible, and create a robust
repeatable program for entering new markets.
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1.6. HARNESS FOLLOWERSHIP
To change behavior patterns, design spark
activities surrounded by groups of followers,
or watch out for relevant sparks generated
by others. Carefully manage the immediate
following behavior to visibly replicate the
actions that you would like people to adopt.
You do not need to be concerned with the
viewpoints of every individual whose
behavior you wish to influence. Concentrate
primarily on a select few who will be
followed by others.
There are common shared rules all individuals
use to make decisions, in particular ‘follow your
peers’ and ‘keep doing what you are doing until
there is a compelling reason to change’.
Most new concepts entail a change in behavior.
Steering the masses in the new direction requires
less effort if your methods leverage following
behavior instead of relying mainly on persuasion
approaches. Following allows people to maintain
their own behaviors and beliefs in almost all
respects whilst still moving them towards new
patterns, often without their conscious awareness.
Following is mostly driven by people’s
perception of what the mass or herd is doing. It is a
relative concept for each individual, as people take
action based on the proportion of their peers that
they believe is following the new pattern. Therefore
your scaling initiative does not need to be concerned
with the viewpoints and rationale of every
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individual you wish to influence. You can
concentrate primarily on a select few who will
explicitly be followed by others.
Develop a two-fold plan that contains a ‘spark’
and a ‘following’ component, dealing both with the
actions you wish people to take and the individuals
who should take these actions.
The spark or ignition is a ‘deviation’, an action
that differs from the normal pattern of behavior. It
needs to be visible to others, though not necessarily
to the masses. Visibility is crucial, as these
deviations signal new patterns that can be adopted,
and people can only follow what they see.
A spark can be inspired by a simple idea, arise by
accident, or be part of a well planned scaling
strategy. The spark can either be directly related to a
final set of intended behaviors or support an
indirect strategy that may evolve over time. This
second approach creates a spark mainly to agitate
people and then directs the following behavior
towards a more specific set of desired actions.
The new behavior needs to be picked up and
repeated in some manner by others, such as wearing
or using a product, attending a rally, or joining a
group. Think about the spark and the first group of
followers as part of the same dynamic. After all, if
there is no initial reaction, it is impossible for others
to follow. Ideally first actions take place in a way or
location where others are likely to be looking. This
might be in the virtual or the real world.
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Visibility and following behavior are aided by the
involvement of leaders and influencers who function
as amplifiers – people or groups who can extend the
reach of a message and accelerate its spread
amongst the population. This allows for following
behavior to replicate at much greater scale, as we
can observe whenever the press picks up a story.
Some groups are in a prime position for being
targeted for spark-following behavior. Celebrities
are constantly in the media, and there is an entire
industry devoted to following their behavior and
sharing their every move with the world.
You can either design a plan to create the
necessary deviations yourself, surrounded by groups
of followers. Alternatively you can watch out for
relevant sparks generated by others and be prepared
to implement and direct following behavior. To take
best advantage of this method, you need to identify
those people who will be the first to act. Some
organizations, such as fashion scouts, offer
identifying and interpreting new trends as a service.
Although sparks do occur randomly, there is a
tendency for new behaviors to emerge in known
ways and in knowable areas. For example, groundbreaking new technologies are highly likely to
emerge in Silicon Valley, even if we do not know at
first glance which company will be the next big
success.
Following behavior leads first to a new pattern
getting established amongst a group of early
adopters. Other people will initially continue to
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follow their past behavior, using the rule of ‘keep
doing what you are doing until there is a compelling
reason to change’. However, as an increasing
number of people follow the new behavior, this is
likely to encourage more and more of the others to
switch as well. Ultimately it is this factor that really
drives scaling, as it is mass following behavior that
turns a spark into a widespread movement.

Case: Currywurst
Currywurst, a sliced sausage with spicy sauce, is
served up 800 million times a year across Germany,
but it is a recent invention. In 1949 in post-war
Berlin, Herta Heuwer, a typical ‘rubble woman’ of
the time, swapped alcohol for ketchup,
Worcestershire sauce, and curry powder from
British soldiers, mixed it into a sauce, and poured it
over sliced pork sausage.
To develop a following, Herta focused on a single
location within a large visible target market:
construction workers in the central district of
Charlottenburg. The dish was a hit as it was filling,
had an unusual flavor, and a low price ($0.50 in
today’s money). Seeing her success, copycats soon
emerged in Berlin and other cities, and today it is a
staple fast food in the country.

Case: Celebrity Prius Drivers
Author and columnist, Arianna Huffington, was on
a mission to dissuade Americans from their habit of
driving large, gas-guzzling, environmentally
unfriendly cars. Inspired by anti-drug adverts, she
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came up with a message for a TV commercial that
would create a provocative yet personal connection
for her target audience: Driving a sports utility
vehicle funds terrorism.
She raised $50,000 to fund a couple of 30second TV commercials, getting most of the money
from her Hollywood circle. The ads were aired in
January 2003 and gained a lot of press attention,
particularly as many stations refused to show them.
In 2000, Toyota had introduced the Prius, a
mid-sized hybrid electric car, to the US market. The
car struggled to gain traction with sales of 30,000
units in the first three years. It was promoted on its
environmental benefits, including a lower gas
mileage, but had the disadvantage of being
significantly more expensive than other cars in its
category, thus negating the cost savings on fuel.
One of the early buyers of the Prius was Larry
David, star of the HBO show “Curb Your
Enthusiasm” and one of the funders of Arianna’s ad
campaign. He ended up buying three Prius cars,
including one he used in every episode of his
popular TV show.
The owner of the Toyota dealerships in Santa
Monica and Hollywood, Mike Sullivan, then had the
idea of tying up Arianna’s anti-SUV message with
the new 2003 Prius model. He persuaded the car
company to support a publicity stunt in Hollywood.
On 23 March 2003, a line of Toyota Priuses
pulled up for the Oscar ceremony alongside the
usual cavalcade of limos. Stars being photographed
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arriving in the Toyotas included Cameron Diaz,
Leonardo DiCaprio, and Tom Hanks, all of whom
went on to buy Prius cars for their personal use.
After this key moment of press coverage,
celebrities were soon being snapped putting gas into
their new Prius cars. Articles were written about this
celebrity movement, sometimes poking fun at them
driving a hybrid to their private plane.
David’s very visible personal use of the car also
attracted more and more celebrities to buy the car.
Helped by the new model and the buzz surrounding
the Prius, sales took off dramatically as people
worldwide followed the celebrities’ behavior. By
2013 the car had reached sales of 3 million vehicles.
And, from Arianna Huffington’s perspective, the
point of electric vehicles had been firmly
established.

Case: Pet Rock
People are ready to follow just about anything! Who
would pay money for a pet rock? In 1975 1.5 million
Americans did – at $3.95 a time – making
Californian inventor, Gary Dahl, a millionaire.
After listening to his neighbors complain about
their pets, he created the perfect pet: a rock. It was
sold in a cardboard box with ‘breathing holes’ and a
32-page care manual full of puns and jokes. Good
initial press, originally incredulous about the claims,
gained the product shelf space, sales, and positive
word-of-mouth.
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The Pet Rock made Time Magazine’s Top 10 Toy
Craze List in 2010. Official Pet Rocks are available
for sale again since 2012.

Key Points
There are common shared rules all individuals use
to make decisions, in particular ‘follow your peers’
and ‘keep doing what you are doing until there is a
compelling reason to change’. Most new concepts
require a change in behavior.
You do not need to be concerned with the
viewpoints of every individual whose behavior you
wish to influence. You can concentrate primarily on
a select few who will be followed by others. Make
sure you involve leaders and influencers, in
particular celebrities.
Design spark activities surrounded by groups of
followers or watch out for relevant sparks generated
by others. Carefully manage the immediate
following behavior to visibly replicate the actions
that you would like people to adopt.
This is starter frame 7: go to the next or the
previous starter frame
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1.7. ENGAGE THE CROWD
Harness the power of the crowd, internally
and externally to your organization, to scale
your business or concept in many ways by
implementing a crowd mindset across all
aspects of your venture. Technology allows
us to reach out to many people at the same
time, to focus human energy on all kinds of
activities, and to gain benefits from having
thousands of pairs of eyes looking at an
initiative.
Crowd power offers scale in many directions by
enabling you to stretch your resources dramatically.
Engaging the crowd allows you to reduce
development costs, speed up cycle times, be much
more aware of your environment, and be able to
take advantage of more opportunities.
With social media and mobile access becoming
the norm, crowd power will be the engine of a large
number of scaling initiatives.
The crowd can be used to provide content and be
tapped for intelligence and knowledge (either
directly contributed or indirectly derived from use).
The crowd can help fund businesses, supply goods
(e.g. in car sharing), or deliver services. It can also
give answers to questions (e.g. Quora), and external
experts as well as your in-house staff can provide
solutions even for highly complex problems.
Whilst it is tempting to only apply
crowdsourcing for one or two purposes, there are
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tremendous benefits in implementing a crowd
mindset across all aspects of a venture.

Case: Pfizer Idea Farm
The Pfizer “Idea Farm” is an online innovation
community environment within Pfizer R&D,
engaging over 20,000 employees in a wide variety of
business challenges. Pfizer, one of the world’s
largest pharmaceutical companies, believed that
their employees formed a huge potential resource
for problem solving, and this proved to be the case.
In the first three years of operation the system
was used to address over 200 challenges, ranging
from discovering new applications for drugs
completing phase II clinical trials, to identifying cost
savings in chemical manufacturing processes. The
program generated over $20 million in cost savings
and contributed over $100 million to their drugs
pipeline’s net present value.

Case: Amazon
Amazon has pioneered a crowd-based business
model that supports scaling for the e-commerce
company itself as well as for others.
The Amazon website suggests products to new
and returning customers using a recommendation
engine that is based on a number of simple
elements: what a user has bought in the past, which
items they have in their virtual shopping cart, which
items they have viewed, rated, and liked, and what
similar customers have viewed and purchased. It
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thereby leverages the usage data derived from its
customers’ activities to automatically provide
relevant suggestions for them and for other
customers.
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk is an online
crowdsourcing marketplace where individuals and
businesses (known as ‘requesters’) can engage
people to perform basic tasks that human beings
can do more effectively than computers, such as
identifying objects in a photo or video, performing
data de-duplication, transcribing audio recordings,
or researching data details. These tasks are known
as ‘HITs’ (Human Intelligence Tasks). The
Mechanical Turk allows requesters to access a global
workforce on demand without the usual overhead
and to integrate the requests as well as the results
programmatically via APIs into their business
processes.

Case: 99Designs
99Designs is one of several crowdsourcing sites
connecting companies with the design community.
With 100,000 users, the site has generated over 3
million designs, sourced from 53,000 designers
around the world.
Interestingly, 99Designs does not own its
computer servers, although a functioning IT
infrastructure is key to its business success. Instead
it uses Amazon Web Services (AWS), an Amazon
offering that provides a scalable computing platform
‘in the cloud’ where clients only need to pay for
those resources that they actually require. This
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infrastructure was originally set up for Amazon’s
internal use and has been opened up to externals.

Case: Crowdfunding
There are several crowdfunding platforms available,
ranging from sites specifically for social programs
(like Kiva) to sites funding art or hardware products
(like Kickstarter). The most successful sites have
raised hundreds of millions for their subscribers.
Kickstarter, one of the most popular sites, has
launched over 100,000 projects by 2013. The site
has raised $570 million and has a 43% success rate
of projects reaching their funding targets. Notable
Kickstarter projects include $10 million for the
Pebble watch, 19 films presented at the 2012
Sundance Film Festival, and the unique MaKey
MaKey banana piano.

Key Points
Harness the power of the crowd, internally and
externally to your organization, to scale your
business or concept in many different ways.
Implement a crowd mindset across all aspects of
your venture.
Technology allows us to reach out to many
people at the same time, to focus human energy on
all kinds of activities, and to gain benefits from
having thousands of pairs of eyes looking at an
initiative.
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Engaging the crowd can help you reduce
development costs, speed up cycle times, be much
more aware of your environment, and be able to
take advantage of more opportunities.
This is starter frame 8: go to the previous starter
frame
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1.8. USE POWER LAWS AND
LONG TAILS
Use power laws to identify and focus on
those items that exhibit by far the highest
activity, allowing you to get to scale faster.
Apply the long tail concept to develop a
highly sustainable and scalable business
across niches. Design a platform that adapts
so that it can meet and aggregate the various
long tail needs.
Mapping possible target markets according to
the empirical distribution concepts of power laws
and long tails can be a useful strategy for identifying
and realizing their scaling potential.
Some initiatives exhibit a so-called power law,
whereby a small number of items (such as products,
topics, users, application uses, etc.) generate
substantially more activity (sales, traffic, etc.) than
all the other options. Success tends to generate
concentration, especially when people’s behavior is
made visible to everyone in the system, as there are
inherent benefits in following the choices of others.
Use power laws to identify and focus on
eminently popular offerings (or the most active
users, etc.) to get to scale faster.
In other cases, or possibly when analyzing the
same data along a different dimension, you may find
that a large proportion of usage displays a highly
diverse pattern. If this diverse activity makes up half
or more of the total, this part of the distribution
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curve is called a long tail. Fortunately, at scale, these
diverse needs still cluster, forming distinct segments
and groups, and can therefore be effectively
addressed. The aggregation of segments can become
the base for a substantial enterprise or venture, even
though each segment may be small (for example a
hundred downloads of each song in a special style
compared to millions for a mainstream hit).
Use the long tail concept to develop a scalable
business across niche segments. Design a platform
that adapts so that it can meet and aggregate the
various long tail needs.
You may also launch your initiative based on a
long tail approach, with the goal of uncovering
opportunities that have the potential to become
large market segments in their own right, once they
are defined and supported in an appropriate way.
Following a power law analysis, you may then
refocus your initiative to concentrate on the most
promising target markets in order to achieve scale.
Since there is inherent tension in the application
of power laws and long tails in combination, and
also between the usage patterns within a long tail, it
is useful to make their different requirements and
any necessary trade-offs explicit when allocating
resources. You can achieve this by creating special
teams or internal advocates for different user or
product groups and by highlighting in your
decision-making processes the choices that support
the highest scaling potential.
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Case: TED Conferences
A great source for ideas across many domains is the
non-profit TED organization, which manages
conferences, communities, and a website.
Originally TED consisted of an invite-only
conference in California. In 2006, after their idea of
a TV show for the most popular TED talks was
rejected by US networks, they decided to share the
top-rated talks online. By 2012, 1,300 TED talks had
been posted and had generated a total of over 1
billion views, with the most popular videos getting
millions of unique viewers (representing a power
law).
Since 2009 TED have granted licenses to third
parties to run their own TEDx events, subject to
strict conditions. While the main TED events run to
a few a year, by 2013 there were five TEDx-branded
events organized every day, with almost 20,000
talks given and distributed free online.
By granting the right to TEDx organizers to
choose their own focus areas, TED have been able to
cover almost every topic imaginable, thereby taking
care of long tail needs.

Case: Fan Fiction
Fan fiction is a term for stories written about the
characters or settings of an original work by its fans
rather than by the original author. A mega-series
can spawn a large number of derivative works, most
of which gain little attention beyond a core set of
fans.
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Highly successful original works, like Star Trek
and the Harry Potter series, exhibit a power law in
terms of sales. The seven-book series of Harry
Potter by J. K. Rowling had sold over 450 million
copies by 2012, for example, and the brand,
supported by movies, video games, and licensed
products, was reported to be worth over $15 billion
in 2013.
Harry Potter is not only a bestselling series but
also the most popular platform for fan fiction
stories. One website, HarryPotterFanFiction.com,
has gathered over 80,000 stories from almost
40,000 unique authors. The traffic on the site is
tremendous, with 30 million views per month in
2013 and over 2 million reviews received, though
the majority of contributions, the long tail, attract
relatively few reviews. There is still a power law at
play, with the most read fiction, “Delicate” by
padfoot4ever, having received 2 million reads,
followed by six stories of around a million, then a
larger group of a half million, and so on.
Cassandra Clare managed to break out of the
long tail area and turn her Harry Potter fan fiction
into a highly successful business. She imagined a
new life for the Draco Malfoy character in a
collection of stories called “The Draco Trilogy”.
Later she removed the traces of the Harry Potter
setting and turned the stories into the series “The
Mortal Instruments”. The six-book collection was
published starting in 2007, and many of its volumes
have been bestsellers. A movie based on the books,
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called “City of Bones”, was released in 2013 and
made $80 million in box office takings.

Key Points
Use power laws to identify and focus on those items
that exhibit by far the highest activity (like the most
active users or eminently popular products),
allowing you to get to scale faster.
Apply the long tail concept to develop a highly
sustainable and scalable business across niche
segments. Design a platform that adapts so that it
can meet and aggregate the various long tail needs.
When facing trade-offs during resource
allocation, explicitly highlight the choices that
support the highest scaling potential.
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1.9. SEED OPTIONALITY
Increase the chances of your business
achieving outsized results by being open to
serendipity and new approaches.
Deliberately seek out low-probability, highimpact options and nurture a highly diverse
portfolio. Allocate little investment to these
activities, but be ready to execute and act at
scale as soon as an option has turned into a
major new business opportunity.
The strategy of seeding optionality boosts the
resilience and possible scope of your venture, and it
increases the chance of reaching large-scale returns
through the upside of surprise hits.
Build a highly diverse portfolio of long-shot
concepts and low-probability opportunities that
have a potential for high impact. Deliberately seek
out opportunities that are characterized by high
uncertainty, and be open to serendipity.
This approach challenges the traditional belief of
needing to focus on your core business which is held
dear by a lot of established companies and venture
capitalists (when VCs guide the individual
companies in their portfolio). It may also look
somewhat wasteful, but it provides the capacity to
deal with unforeseen developments in our nonlinear world and represents a way of preparing for
emerging scaling opportunities.
Allocate little investment to these activities,
often no more than thinking time, since most of
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your high-uncertainty concepts will never be
implemented, but monitor your portfolio over time
and nurture your options.
Be ready to execute and act at scale as soon as an
option is ‘in the money’, having turned into a major
new business opportunity.

Case: Roving Entrepreneurs
Successful entrepreneurs explicitly reserve time in
their schedule to attend events that are not directly
related to their business, and they set up meetings
with ‘interesting’ people. They look for new angles
and serendipitous encounters and allocate a small
share of their budget to exploring these long-shot
business development avenues.
Large companies often dedicate full-time
resources to these activities. An example is Helmut
Sussbauer, Deutsche Telekom's roving Head of
Innovation Management. Helmut expressly attends
everything from TED Global and the World
Economic Forum at Davos to the Cannes Film
Festival and the Biennale contemporary art fair in
Venice. A person in this role can present
opportunities to the core business that no one else
could deliver, given the breadth and diversity of
contacts and the range of human interactions,
personal and professional, that come with it.
For Deutsche Telekom the key is knowing where
opportunities might exist and then finding the
hooks that can work in the varied situations. The
roving executive always plays a back-seat role to the
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internal profit centers, his clients. Many of the
identified opportunities do not advance, for a wide
variety of reasons. However, those that do make it
often produce stellar results, faster and with less
business risk.

Case: Google’s 20% Rule
Google engineers have been encouraged to use 20%
of their time (which amounts to one day a week) to
work on personal projects that could benefit the
company but are not part of their job description.
Several important Google products have
originated from this program, notably its email
package (Gmail), its global news aggregation service
(Google News), and in 2012 the YouTube for Good
services developed for non-profits and activists,
which led to new YouTube video features like live
streaming and automatic face blurring.

Key Points
Increase the chances of your business achieving
outsized results by being open to serendipity and
new approaches. Deliberately seek out long-shot
concepts and low-probability opportunities that
have a potential for high impact, and nurture a
highly diverse portfolio.
Allocate little investment to these activities, but
be ready to execute and act at scale as soon as an
option has turned into a major new business
opportunity.
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1.10. EXPERIMENT TO IMPROVE
Implement a continuous prototyping
approach, combined with appropriate
metrics, immediate feedback loops, and
corrective action, that leads to the highfrequency deployment of incremental
changes. Institutionalized processes for
rapid improvement allow you to react faster
to changing patterns and emerging
opportunities.
The strategy and mindset of rapid experimentbased improvement enables an organization to
match its offerings more closely to customers’ needs
and react faster to new opportunities, thereby
generating faster growth.
A prototyping approach consists of continuous
experimentation, appropriate metrics, immediate
feedback loops, corrective action, and learning. Your
goal is the high-frequency deployment of
incremental improvements. With this approach, the
cost of a product or service can be rapidly lowered
or its value quickly improved.
Occasionally you will also need to release larger
changes to be able to implement major product
advances in a coordinated and timely manner.
Constantly gather feedback and usage data –
from internal staff, from customers and prospects,
and from members of your ecosystem. Make it easy
to submit, and then process the feedback in short
cycles.
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When analyzing this input, do not rush to
implement the solutions that have been suggested.
Find out what the real issues are that your users
would like you to address, and validate your insight
and assumptions with actual usage data. Based on
this understanding of customer needs and your
overall strategy, develop new prototypes of solutions
and refine them over time.
Direct your experiments towards exploring
defined areas of interest and opportunity, but
sometimes design them to be semi-random, fitting
your general direction whilst leaving scope for
surprise findings.
Occasionally it is preferable to outsource
experimentation, thereby opening up the idea pool
and problem-solving capacity to a wider audience
(with adequate protection for intellectual property
in place). This can boost the number and scope of
experiments, whilst you retain the focus of your
organization and control the budget.

Case: Consumer Magazine
When a new consumer magazine is launched, it
typically tries out lots of new content every week.
Based on developments in single-copy sales and
reader feedback, the editor decides to do more of
the same or make further changes.
Rapid experiment-based improvement is a
practical work-around in this situation where it is
impossible to predict the perfect solution.
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Case: Capital One
Capital One is a US-based financial services
company specializing in credit cards, home loans,
auto loans, banking, and savings products. The
“Idea Factory” of its credit card division employed
40 people in two groups: ideation and analysis, and
testing and validation.
Any idea, such as a special discount offer for
flowers on Mother’s Day, would go through rapid
testing with modeled data, followed by systematic
routing tests to live customers to validate whether
the idea could scale. If the data from these
experiments showed favorable results, the new
offerings were strong candidates for getting added
to the standard product set.

Case: Software Providers
Some software providers have implemented a
strategy of rapid experiment-based improvements
by following the concept of ‘permanent beta’. For
example, Google’s mail program, Gmail, was
officially in beta for 5 years (from 2004 to 2009). In
2008 almost half of Google’s 49 products that had
been launched for general usage were in beta.
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk website, though
available publicly since 2005, was still in beta when
we last checked in October 2013.
When software has reached its beta version, it is
usable and ready to be rolled out to a wider user
community, but it has not been tested for all
possible situations and may lack some planned
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functionality. Users therefore need to be prepared to
encounter bugs and are usually encouraged to file
bug reports and provide feedback.
Releasing software to a large number of users at
this stage increases the likelihood of finding and
fixing the remaining bugs faster. More importantly,
gathering feedback and data points from a wide user
base early on allows the software company to learn
more about its customers’ needs and their usage
patterns. This includes the possibility of uncovering
new market opportunities and provides important
input for future versions of the product.
For permanent beta software – and usually also
for other web-based software that may not actually
carry a beta label – improvements and fixes are
generally deployed as soon as they are developed,
often without extensive testing. Rolling out frequent
new releases is relatively simple if the application is
hosted ‘in the cloud’ and the upgrade procedure is
fully controlled by the provider.
Launching a new application or key additional
functionality to the general market at an earlier
point in time has several advantages. It enables the
software provider to claim its position in an up-andcoming market segment, start recouping its
investment earlier, and reach scale faster.
Users benefit from the availability of the new
functionality but face the risk that the software
might be unstable. This creates a barrier for
potential corporate customers whose IT
departments are not comfortable relying on
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software infrastructure that does not offer servicelevel agreements.
The strategy is also not appropriate for most
transaction-based as well as mission-critical
systems, since in the case of these applications
errors have to be kept to a minimum.

Key Points
Institutionalized processes for rapid experimentbased improvement allow you to match your
offerings more closely to customers’ needs and react
faster to changing patterns and emerging
opportunities.
Implement a prototyping approach that includes
continuous experimentation, appropriate metrics,
immediate feedback loops, corrective action, and
learning, leading to the high-frequency deployment
of incremental changes.
Constantly gather feedback and usage data that
you then process in short cycles.
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1.11. EXPLOIT DATA
Use a broad range of data and analytics to
uncover trends, correlations, and
opportunities, and then test and validate
candidates’ scaling potential. Success
requires a data collection mentality and
capability, a sense of where to look for
patterns, and a willingness to recognize the
results.
As scale is measurable, there are obvious
advantages in systematically collecting and
exploring data to uncover new angles and validate
planned approaches.
Electronic systems and the internet generate
masses of data, and data from public and private
sources can be integrated together, possibly in a
data warehouse. Business intelligence tools can be
used to mine data for insights that may not be
apparent or are obscured by too much ‘noise’ in the
data set. It is also increasingly possible to analyze
patterns of behavior from individuals, thereby
avoiding averaging out distinct types of behavior.
Established businesses can take advantage of
their existing records and compare historic data to
current transactions when testing out new concepts.
Success of this approach requires a data
collection mentality and capability, a sense of where
to look for patterns, and a willingness to recognize
the results (meaning some humility from leaders
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who may be wedded to a particular idea but are
proved wrong by the data analysis).

Case: McDonald’s
In a windowless warehouse outside of Chicago,
McDonald’s tests out new ideas in three replica
restaurants. Each one is capable of downloading
historic and real-time sales data from any outlet and
simulating the likely impact of changes on the store.
Concepts ranging from new menu items to
repositioning tills can be trialed here by combining
data modeling with the observation of volunteers
pretending to be customers. The test results are
then used to validate how best to take advantage of
the idea.

Case: Kaggle
Kaggle is the world’s largest community of data
scientists. It has almost 120,000 members who
compete with each other to solve complex data
science problems – for example, demand
forecasting, market segmentation, logistics
optimization, and Twitter sentiment analysis –
posed by some of the world’s biggest firms,
including AllState and General Electric. Even a giant
company like GE uses this method, as it allows them
to avoid keeping full-time staff on the payroll for
this purpose (projects often consume all available
internal resources quite quickly).
Companies pose challenges to these data
scientists complete with their own data sets, offering
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large monetary rewards for solutions. They benefit
greatly from the huge diversity of minds on this
outsourced platform. It boosts their capacity to
uncover important insights and allows them to
design new strategies derived from their data.

Case: Midata
Midata is a UK government initiative to give
consumers simpler access to electronic data held on
them by organizations such as banks, phone
companies, and utilities.
Starting as a voluntary scheme in 2013, the goal
is to make it easier for people to get hold of their
electronic records and use them to analyze their
spending and other behavioral patterns to save
money and manage their life better. Businesses are
encouraged to develop applications that help
consumers make effective use of their data.
People can also allow some or all of their data,
including the transaction data from multiple
sectors, to be added to a collective online database.
This database should provide a wealth of data that
can be mined to uncover new opportunities and to
validate both the market potential of new offerings
and the best way of reaching customers.

Key Points
Use a broad range of data and analytics to uncover
trends, correlations, and opportunities. Then test
and validate candidates’ scaling potential.
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Success requires a data collection mentality and
capability, a sense of where to look for patterns, and
a willingness to recognize the results.
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1.12. DESIGN CHOICES
Design structured choices that steer users
towards those options that allow your
offering to scale, whilst giving them the
freedom to make choices in their own
interest. Choice architecture nudges people
towards the best option most of the time,
with the least amount of effort and risk of
disengaging.
By applying tactics that reduce the energy
required to think through individual choices, you
can nudge your users in the direction you need them
to go in order for your offering to scale. Choice
architecture, also called ‘nudging’, designs the flow
through a concept so that people navigate to the
best option most of the time, with the least amount
of effort and risk of disengaging.
Engineer the way people interact with your
concept, so that the presentation of the options
steers them towards those choices that are
beneficial for your initiative, whilst giving them the
freedom to make choices in their own interest.
For example, setting default options or labeling a
package ‘most popular’ in online order forms can
dramatically change the rate of acceptance for a
program. You can also achieve a positive difference
by simplifying the presentation of information and
giving key points more prominence, for example by
displaying associated costs and benefits in a concise
format.
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Other choice architecture techniques focus on
error rates, designing programs to anticipate user
errors and misjudgments and work around them.
For example, your system might prevent a 75-yearold pensioner with a low income from selecting a
high-risk investment option.
Some mechanisms tacitly encourage people to
continue with a service, such as monthly
subscription fees charged to a credit card that are
small enough for people to ignore.
Nudges can also be applied when designing
marketing programs, using content to attract people
and then migrate the audience towards a brand by
encouraging them to opt in to receiving ongoing
brand messages.
When designing your choice architecture, start
by understanding the users’ full decision-making
process and their key influencing factors. Then
identify the levers that are likely to lead to beneficial
results in most cases.

Case: Washington, DC Plastic Bags
Ban
The city of Washington, DC intended to lower
plastic bag consumption and therefore enacted a
law forcing customers to pay 5 cents per plastic
carrier bag. At the same time, stores reduced client
demand by removing plastic bags from the checkout area, requiring customers to expressly ask for
them in front of their fellow shoppers. This changed
shoppers’ default behavior to not using plastic bags.
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Within the first six months, plastic bag
consumption had fallen from 130 million bags to
just 25 million, with 66% fewer bags found polluting
the local river.

Case: BMW Movie Series
Car maker BMW pioneered the use of nudge
marketing with a highly successful movie series,
“The Hire”.
In 2000, BMW did not have a major new model
to bring to market and decided to invest in brand
development, leveraging entertainment and social
media. The result was a series of top-end
productions, starring Clive Owen as the driver and
directed by star directors including Ang Lee
(“Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon”) and Guy
Ritchie (“Snatch”). The movies cost $25 million to
make and contributed to a sales boost of 12.5% in
2001 and 17.2% in 2002, allowing BMW to outsell
competitor Mercedes-Benz. The movies were also
screened at film festivals around the world, making
an international star of Clive Owen.
The nudge consisted of positioning BMW as a
cool, edgy, aspirational brand in the minds of their
media-savvy target audience.

Key Points
Choice architecture engineers the flow through a
concept so that people are nudged towards the best
option most of the time, with the least amount of
effort and risk of disengaging.
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Design structured choices that steer your users
towards those options that allow your offering to
scale, whilst giving them the freedom to make
choices in their own interest.
Understand your users’ full decision-making
process, their key influencing factors, and the levers
that are likely to lead to beneficial results in most
cases.
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1.13. INTRODUCE A CURRENCY
Facilitate scaling by giving users a
community currency or loyalty points, in
order to signal and amplify individual users’
priorities along with the collective needs of
the community. A virtual currency enables
users to self-organize, allowing optimal
solutions to emerge without requiring
central control.
Virtual currencies share some of the main
properties of a real currency. Like money, they serve
as a medium of exchange and a unit of account (i.e.
a way of measuring). They may, depending on their
design, represent a store of value as well.
The virtual nature of the currency makes it
potentially both cost free and unlimited in scope.
The owner of the currency can determine the rules
of exchange, its relationship to things of value, and
the way the currency is used within the system. A
virtual currency may be exclusive to your own
system or it can be part of an incentive structure
that represents actual value, such as convertible
loyalty points.
Virtual currencies take advantage of generic
human behavior, such as the desire to collect and
reach thresholds, and they empower users to
express their priorities.
Design your currency in a way that signals and
amplifies users’ needs whilst allowing the collective
requirements of the community to become
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apparent, so that the overall system goals can be
met in addition to individual preferences. This
technique can facilitate scaling in situations where
there is no obvious best solution or there are many
options to navigate, by nudging users in the optimal
direction.

Case: Frequent Flyer Points
One virtual currency everyone knows is frequent
flyer points. In the late 1970s, airlines started
offering their frequent customers points according
to the mileage flown, after experimenting first with
plaques and promotional items. By 1982 most major
airlines, including American Airlines, Delta, United,
and British Airways, had programs using the basic
concept of air miles as a virtual currency.
Members are allocated points based in some way
on the miles they have flown with the relevant
carrier, and those points are credited to their
account. Most schemes offer special privileges for
reaching tiered levels of membership, and often the
annual mileage needs to be maintained to stay at
that level. Points can be redeemed on free flights
and upgrades, although usually they can also be
earned through partner programs, from hotels to
credit cards, and spent on a wide range of goods and
services.
Frequent flyer points are designed to influence
people to prefer one carrier over another, by
introducing another variable in addition to price
and travel times into their decision-making process.
They have allowed airlines to scale more, because
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they have encouraged frequent flyers to use the
airline whose points they collect in order to gain free
flights and reach or keep a membership tier. They
have also enabled airlines to get access to the
contact details of their best customers, usually
business travelers, to offer them promotions and
learn more about their preferences.
Moreover, air miles support scaling through
incentives that smooth out demand. Promotional
offers are used to vary the number of points that
customers earn on specific routes based on
projected spare capacity. The rules for redeeming
rewards are also designed to take demand into
account, for example through blackout dates on
popular travel days.
The programs have largely been successful,
although these days they are an expected part of the
offering and therefore less of a differentiator. Over
19 trillion air mile points had been assigned up to
2005, and customers had redeemed around 20% of
those miles.
The virtual currency of air miles has taught
recent generations the function and benefits of this
scaling method, whilst enabling millions to travel
seemingly ‘for free’. Frequent flyer points have even
made it into popular fiction. Hollywood star George
Clooney played a memorable role as a ‘road warrior’
in “Up in the Air” (2009) on a quest to reach the ‘10
Million Mile’ status on his favorite airline.
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Case: GM Paint Booths
At a General Motors plant, the truck parts tell the
paint booths in what color they would like to be
painted. In a radical departure from the central
planning paradigm of automobile manufacturing,
the paint booths bid on the parts, using genetic
algorithms. If the color is the same as their previous
job, they bid high as they can avoid an expensive
paint change-over. If a booth is down, the system
self-adjusts.
As a result the system has higher throughput and
uses less paint than the traditional approach.

Key Points
Facilitate scaling by giving users a mechanism like a
community currency or loyalty points. Design it so
that it signals and amplifies individual users’
priorities along with the collective needs of the
community.
A virtual currency enables users to self-organize,
allowing optimal solutions to emerge without
requiring central control.
In situations where there is no obvious best
solution or there are many options to navigate, it
nudges users in the optimal direction.
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2. NETWORKS
The use of networks allows us to extend our reach
and accelerate the spread of messages and actions,
making them a highly effective means of scaling.
The network frames enable us to understand the
networks in our environment and take advantage of
the structures within them. They also include
techniques for achieving maximum impact when
trying to scale an initiative through well-crafted
network asks, communities, or gamification.

Frames
2.1. TARGET HUBS AND AMPLIFERS
2.2. ACTIVATE NETWORKS
2.3. JUMP ACROSS NETWORKS
2.4. INFECT WITH IDEAS
2.5. LEVERAGE NETWORK EFFECTS
2.6. DEVELOP A COMMUNITY
2.7. GAMIFY
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2.1. TARGET HUBS AND
AMPLIFERS
Identify networks and communities, virtual
and real-world, that align to your mission in
some way. Target individuals and groups
within them who control or support the
message flow (hubs), and those who are able
to magnify and accelerate the spread of
network messages and asks (amplifiers).
Networks serve as a main lever for scaling, as
they enable actions to be spread and replicated at
massive scale. Within a network there are two
special structural roles that can be leveraged for
scaling.
The first role is that of a hub, defined as an
element being at a network’s centre or playing a
centralizing role for communications. For example,
associations often have committees or
communication officers responsible for talking to
their members. News agencies gather information,
repackage it within the hub, and then spread the
news out. Hubs support scaling since a single point
of contact can be leveraged to reach out to everyone
in that hub’s network.
Some hubs or individuals may function as
amplifiers, the second key role from a scaling
perspective. An amplifier is an element in the
network that gives additional power, energy, and
momentum to a network ask or other forms of
communication. This means that amplifiers make a
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message appear relatively more important
throughout the network. In so doing, they increase
the likelihood that the message will be picked up,
will be shared again, and will maintain its fidelity
through a series of propagations.
This role is played by journalists from wellknown media outlets, for instance. The outlet is
trusted, which boosts the credibility of their
messages and results in a large number of followers.
This is due to an implied understanding that news
will only be released if it passes some high internal
filter. A message propagated by these amplifiers will
then be picked up by a large audience, including
other likely hubs and amplifiers.
The networks required for spreading your
messages can be created from scratch as part of
your strategy, though this is a lengthy and uncertain
process. It is better to identify existing networks
that align to your mission in some way and to find
ways of entering and activating these networks to
achieve your goals.
Start by writing down the characteristics of your
target audiences and their key influencers. Next,
define topic clusters and potential networks, formal
and informal, that overlap with your purpose. Then
search the internet for appropriate networks using
relevant keywords. Look, for example, for Facebook
pages and groups, associations, unions, parentteacher groups, and so on.
Finally, learn about the structure of those
networks, and identify the most powerful members
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and roles within these communities. You may want
to send a request to the central hub or to local hubs
of distributed chapters. You could also connect
directly to well-known network members or ask
some of your supporters to do so on your behalf. In
any case, make sure that you tailor your message to
each target network.
It can take some effort to engage and enlist
relevant network hubs and amplifiers to support
your cause. However, without their help, scaling is
possible but hard and less certain. With it, messages
and calls to action can spread exponentially.

Case: TechCrunch Europe
TechCrunch Europe is a highly-regarded online
media company focused on the technology sector. It
plays the role of a hub, and its journalists act as
amplifiers who can make or break start-up
companies.
Readers know that the publication covers
everything important in the sector, implying that
lack of coverage equals unimportance, especially if
another firm in the space is covered in detail. To get
coverage, a tech company needs to persuade a
journalist to set up an interview and then write
about the business, ideally in a positive way.
Other publications and bloggers, with fewer
resources for original journalism, use TechCrunch
as a source for stories. Thus the original message
gets amplified and spread further through re-posts
and follow-up interviews.
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Case: Nelson Mandela
When Nelson Mandela was released from prison in
1990 after 27 years in detention, he had become a
focal point for South Africa’s anti-apartheid
movement.
His words of conciliation and non-violence
communicated and spread what many people were
thinking at the time. Due to this amplified positive
message, negative sentiment attracted less coverage.
This was highlighted in the tragic case of Chris
Hani, a black ANC leader who was assassinated on
10 April 1993 outside his home in a mixed-race
suburb of Boxburg. The killer, a Polish far-right
immigrant, was quickly arrested based on
information provided by Hani’s neighbor, a white
Afrikaner woman.
There was a tremendous risk of riots and
escalating violence. Mandela, though not yet
president, addressed the nation to appeal for calm:
“Tonight I am reaching out to every single
South African, black and white, from the very
depths of my being. A white man, full of prejudice
and hate, came to our country and committed a
deed so foul that our whole nation now teeters on
the brink of disaster. A white woman, of Afrikaner
origin, risked her life so that we may know, and
bring to justice, this assassin. The cold-blooded
murder of Chris Hani has sent shock waves
throughout the country and the world. ... Now is
the time for all South Africans to stand together
against those who, from any quarter, wish to
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destroy what Chris Hani gave his life for – the
freedom of all of us.”
Some violence did follow, but both sides used
this moment to accelerate their efforts to develop a
new South Africa, and elections were held in April
1994, just over a year after Hani’s death. South
Africa was able to enact a largely peaceful
transformation and received international support
and goodwill after the end of apartheid.

Case: Zimbabwean Election 2008
In 2008 the Zimbabwean opposition party, the
MDC, wanted to increase the chances of having a
fair and transparent election, despite enormous
challenges. The election rules mandated that a tally
table be posted outside each polling station so that
local people had confidence in their own vote (even
if the overall results were likely to be falsified).
Using the existing network of MDC supporters,
over 1,000 volunteers with mobile phones were
recruited to take photos of their local tally and
upload them instantly to a website in South Africa.
The network was willing to listen to the request as
the ask came from a senior leader, even though no
one was told the full plan at the time to avoid early
detection and reduce risks.
Within a few hours after the closure of the
polling stations, at practically zero cost, over 36% of
the total possible vote had been counted via collated
tallies. A press release was issued to the local and
world press, demonstrating with evidence that the
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incumbent, Robert Mugabe, could no longer win the
election. The official tally had the opposition win by
50.4%, and a transition government was put in
place.

Key Points
Find ways of entering networks and communities,
virtual and real-world, that align to your mission in
some way.
Target individuals and groups who control or
support the flow of information through the
network (hubs), and those who are able to magnify
and accelerate the spread of network messages and
asks (amplifiers). Connect to them directly or ask
some of your supporters to do so on your behalf.
Hubs, such as the communication officer of an
association, allow you to leverage a single point of
contact to reach out to everyone in that hub’s
network.
Amplifiers, like highly-regarded individuals and
hubs, boost the credibility and spread of your
network ask or other communication.
This is starter frame 5: go to the next or the
previous starter frame
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2.2. ACTIVATE NETWORKS
Design your communications to convey the
actions and behaviors you desire and to
encourage people to spread them through
their professional and personal networks.
Ask people explicitly to share your message,
and make any other requests simple to
execute.
The network ask is a key scaling technique for
engaging people to become part of your initiative. It
consists of three components: an overall message, a
direct call to action, and a viral spread.
Since everyone exists in multiple networks –
from informal networks of friends, to formal ones
like associations or being part of a university,
company, or political party – a message spread in
one network can easily jump to other networks and
get propagated there. If you package your marketing
and communication efforts deliberately to spread
virally, i.e. jump from network to network, you
achieve scale more rapidly. Virality does not imply
action, however, and usually this type of ask is
useful for spreading information but less powerful
in inspiring action.
Many networks have a notion of trust built in so
that messages, either posted by members or sent as
official communications from network hubs, are
more likely to be viewed and acted upon. Using
networks as your communication channel can
therefore lend higher priority and more credibility
to your message.
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Networks can also function as ‘echo chambers’
whereby elements in the network hear your ask
from different sources at almost the same time,
resulting in the impression that the movement is
everywhere. Recipients will then feel more
compelled to follow their peers in executing the
requests included in the message.
Ask people explicitly to share your message. In
addition you may include a request for some other
action.
Consider the level of effort people need to put in
when they respond, and make your calls to action as
simple to execute as possible. Low-effort asks will
allow you to generate more volume, while more
energy-consuming asks foster stronger engagement.
You may want to experiment with early-phase
requests that are more open, in order to let different
solutions emerge, and then deploy the most
successful ones.
People are more likely to share your message on
social media if you provide suggested wording that
they can easily copy. Similarly, if you would like, for
instance, the members of your advisory board to
send out emails or letters on your behalf, give them
good-quality prewritten content that is likely to
appeal to their connections. The mails and materials
that you ask people to send on to their contacts need
to read well, be concise, and contain a clear call to
action for the recipients.
If you want people to take a physical action, such
as trying out a new product or joining a march,
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make it equally straightforward to follow your
request by providing clear, easily shareable
instructions for how to go about it.
In some cases, messages are more likely to be
spread if the communication allows for some
adaptation. You may therefore want to encourage
people to include a personal message before it gets
sent to their connections.
Sometimes messages get hijacked as they spread,
which may even be used as a deliberate tactic to
prevent scaling. You have the highest likelihood of
preserving message fidelity and achieving scale, if
you use people playing the role of an amplifier in the
network (see the frame “Target Hubs and
Amplifiers”) to propagate your communication and
you provide compelling ready-to-share messages.
Explore different ways of presenting your core
message. People take conscious and subconscious
cues from what they see and hear that can strongly
influence their attitudes and willingness to act.
Therefore pay close attention to the language and
imagery of your overall message so that it resonates
with recipients. Make use of credibility hooks to
boost the receptiveness of the message, for example
by mentioning brand partners, universities, or
celebrities or using the angle of a current news
story. Establish a sense of urgency in your
communication by driving people to a timeline or to
a regular pattern of activity.
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Case: Opposition to SOPA
In 2011 legislation was proposed in the US Congress
to purportedly reduce copyright infringement and
minimize trade in counterfeit goods (Stop Online
Piracy Act – SOPA). Opponents claimed that the law
would threaten free speech, innovation, and
potentially the stability of the internet itself.
International protests started to spread in
November 2011 with major websites displaying
black banners with the words “STOP
CENSORSHIP”. This message and the requests to
join the protests were difficult to ignore for the sites’
visitors and members.
In addition to sharing the message via chain
mails and social media, internet users were asked to
demonstrate their opposition through
straightforward actions. For example, a Google
petition site collected 7 million names in January
2012. To make it easy to contact lawmakers, citizens
could enter their zip code on a website that
automatically found the contact details of their
Member of Congress and prepared either an
automated call or a pre-written letter.
The network ask was reinforced with
synchronized, visible support from thousands of
websites, including some of the most popular ones,
like Wikipedia, that went ‘dark’ on 18 January 2012.
By the end of the month, the bill was effectively
withdrawn, and subsequent attempts at introducing
similar legislation, such as ACTA in the European
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Union, have been met with coordinated and (so far)
successful opposition.

Case: Obama’s Presidential Campaign
2008
Political campaigns can live or die based on their
communications. Obama’s slogan in 2008, “Yes We
Can”, and his promise of change proved a powerful,
positive message that his followers were happy to
share.
His election campaign capitalized on that in
several ways. For example, campaign staff would
send out concise emails asking recipients to watch
his latest speech in a YouTube video and share it
with their contacts. The wording of those mails went
through several rounds of testing before they were
emailed to the public.
For those prepared to invest more time, the ask
was to support local grassroots efforts, coordinated
with an easy-to-use online organizing tool,
my.BarackObama.com. This social networking site
was used by 35,000 groups across all 50 states to
create 200,000 events during the campaign, while
70,000 individuals raised a total of $30 million for
Obama on their personal fundraising pages in the
system.
The combination of engaging messaging and
grassroots activism proved impossible to beat for
opponent John McCain who lost by a landslide. The
campaign’s tools and network ask approaches were
then honed further to contribute significantly to
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Obama’s fundraising of $1 billion and winning a
second term in 2012.

Key Points
A network ask consists of three components: an
overall message, a call to action (one or more
requests), and a viral spread (the message jumping
from one network to others).
Design your communications to convey the
actions and behaviors you desire and to encourage
people to spread them through their professional
and personal networks.
Always ask people explicitly to share your
message, and make any requests simple to execute.
This is starter frame 6: go to the next or the
previous starter frame
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2.3. JUMP ACROSS NETWORKS
Actively make connections and foster social
and professional interactions with
individuals with whom you are only
remotely associated and who have moved
through different careers, industries, or
academic disciplines. Network asks,
messages, or actions passed through these
individuals can spread extremely quickly
across geographic and industry boundaries.
The scaling tactic of using long-jump networks
helps to achieve spread beyond your core
connections and domains of expertise. It increases
the likelihood of remarkable links being made that
could lead to rapid scaling across geographic and
industry boundaries.
Some networks are made up of people with very
close connections, both in terms of physical distance
and subject matter areas. Such networks may
effectively disseminate requests for actions within
the network, but these structures struggle to spread
much outside the cluster and rarely draw in novelty
from the outside.
Some individuals, however, exist in many
networks at the same time, often participating less
deeply in activities but nevertheless being
connected. These individuals are usually ‘ultratravelers’ and have moved through different careers,
industries, or academic disciplines. Network asks,
messages, or actions passed through these
individuals can spread extremely far, jumping
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boundaries often with just an email, call, or social
media status update.
Therefore a smart way to gain scale is to become
a long-jump connector yourself by seeking out and
engaging these people in your network. Make sure
that you balance personal attention with community
participation, as overt mercenary-style networking
is usually counter-productive in both the short and
the long term.

Case: World Economic Forum
Communities
The World Economic Forum has established a
number of communities connecting young people
and social entrepreneurs across the world. The
Young Global Leader community numbers over
1,000 carefully selected individuals from all
industries and regions. In 2011 the Forum
established the Global Shapers, a network of up and
coming leaders below 30 that has reached a
membership of almost 3,000 spread across 100 hub
cities.
Tapping into these long-jump networks, which
combine professional and social activities, allows
projects to be implemented faster on a global scale.
For instance, a Frankfurt-based Global Shaper
working for the World Technology Society, an NGO
fostering technology ecosystems in emerging
markets, asked a Berlin-based Young Global Leader
for help with scaling his project in Ghana.
Leveraging their connections, within hours they
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managed to gain access to entrepreneurs in Ghana,
to venture capitalists specializing in African
technology investments, and to a German
conference organizer looking to expand his events
into emerging markets.

Case: Networking Sales Person
A Boston-based software company engaged a new
business development executive who had just
finished a project with a European telecoms
company. A consummate networker, he would chat
to people in the club lounges in airports, spend
hours meeting prospects at conferences, and
befriend the concierges at top hotels wherever he
was (even if he personally was staying in a cheaper
hotel down the street). He would always offer to
connect people with matching interests, businessrelated or not. Within a corporate client he would
make a point of getting to know people from across
the company, helping internal connections work
more smoothly.
As a result of his far-flung networks, his sales
surpassed those of all others, and the contracts he
helped sign allowed the company to do an IPO on
the stock market a few years after he came on board.

Key Points
Actively make connections and foster social and
professional interactions with individuals with
whom you are only remotely associated. Seek out
people who are ‘ultra-travelers’ and have moved
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through different careers, industries, or academic
disciplines.
Network asks, messages, or actions passed
through these individuals can spread extremely
quickly across geographic and industry boundaries.
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2.4. INFECT WITH IDEAS
Design concepts to spread between people
and across boundaries like a virus. Define
the nature of the contact that is most likely
to ‘infect’ a large number of people within a
network – channel, duration, repeated
exposure, etc. Consider how the infection
can be passed on, for example by people
displaying visible signs that lead to
discussions and further promotion.
When designing scaling techniques for your
concept, learn from the spread of infections. Think
about how your ideas and desired actions can be
passed from one person to the next or from one to
many. Borrowing from epidemiology, conceptualize
your initiative as a virus that wants to spread, and
craft your tactics so that they include factors to
boost the likelihood of infection and the size of
population that can be infected.
Determine how your concept can spread
between people within a network: It is just a sneeze?
Does it require prolonged contact? How long and
how often do people need to be exposed to your
message before they are ready to take the desired
action? Can you spread it via social media and
emails, or is a video or personal contact going to be
important? What percentage of people who are
exposed to your message do you expect to heed your
call to action?
Do people become immune after the initial
infection? What can you do to re-infect them, i.e.
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how can you make sure that people will keep paying
attention to your message and engage with you
more than once?
Think about how people can tell if they or others
are infected based on visible or invisible traces. For
instance, you could ask your users to display your
logo somewhere to gain more traction. Early
Christian groups used the ichthys, the fish symbol,
to indicate membership of the emerging religion.
Today many people wear rubber bracelets to display
their connection to various causes. These visible
signs can lead to discussions and further promotion
of the cause.
Work out how to accelerate the spread of your
idea across boundaries, like geographies and
industries. Which properties are required to make it
applicable and interesting for the networks of
different target audiences?
Viral marketing is an example of a spread
technique that is based on the concept of infectious
ideas, although it usually focuses on provoking
views and shares rather than on translating them
into action.

Case: Kauffman Foundation
The mission of the Kauffman Foundation is to
encourage entrepreneurship around the world. After
four years of research, they believed they had
established a set of rules that would be helpful in
most cases.
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To spread the entrepreneurship virus, they
created a global event called Global
Entrepreneurship Week, with hundreds of
individuals volunteering to run entrepreneurship
events in their own towns and cities. The Kauffman
Foundation facilitated the movement with a
program called “Geeks on a Plane”, flying Silicon
Valley stars to far-flung places. To further improve
the chance of replication and ongoing spread, they
designed packages for sharing good practice
containing how-to guides for programs like Startup
Weekends, Seedcamps, and Startup Bootcamps.
Success came rapidly, and hundreds of
thousands of people around the globe have joined
the start-up movement. For example, Africa has
seen a surge in technology entrepreneurship, with
the number of start-up hubs growing from three to
over 40 in only three years.

Case: Red Nose Day
Comic Relief is a British charity aiming to bring
about positive and lasting change in the lives of poor
and disadvantaged people. Founded in 1985, the
charity has raised over £750 million for good
causes. Its main fundraising event, Red Nose Day, is
designed to spread like a virus.
Launched in 1988, Red Nose Day encourages
people to buy and wear red noses (later also put on
cars and even buildings), a very visible sign of
inclusion that creates a certain peer pressure and
the desire to join in. Schools often run red-nosethemed events, and a special catchy song has been
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produced to raise money. The BBC airs Comic Relief
TV shows all evening (parodies of recent popular
shows, films and clips, events, and specially filmed
versions of comedy shows), presented by celebrity
teams.
The amount of visible activity means that it is
almost impossible to ignore Red Nose Day during
the event, and the social pressure has maintained a
high level of giving through the years.

Key Points
Think about how your ideas and desired actions can
be passed like a virus from one person to the next or
from one to many and also across boundaries, such
as geographies and industries.
Define the nature of the contact that is most
likely to ‘infect’ a large number of people within a
network. Identify appropriate communication
channels, the necessary duration of the contact, how
to achieve repeated exposure, etc.
The display of visible signs of infection can lead
to discussions and further promotion of your
project.
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2.5. LEVERAGE NETWORK
EFFECTS
Design your concept to incorporate network
effects, whereby the overall value of the
network and the utility to individuals
increase with every additional user in a nonlinear way. Do not forget that the initial
uptake needs to reach a critical mass of
users to make the concept viable.
You can reach enormous scale if you design your
concept’s strategy around network effects.
Initiatives that naturally incorporate connection and
user interaction are likely to have network effects,
such as the phone, the fax machine, and social
networking accounts. In a similar way these effects
apply to the development of franchise operations,
with these entities in the corporate structure
benefiting from new outlets being added to their
network.
Users of services with network effects gain in
principle with every new member who joins. At the
same time, positive user experiences are likely to
generate further spread due to existing members
bringing in new users, which in turn reinforces their
positive perception of the service.
However, negative experiences can propagate
even more rapidly where network effects exist,
possibly leading to a dramatic decline in usage. This
result is likely if users are not heavily invested in the
service and there are alternative providers –
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especially if the competition offers perceived
advantages and the existing platform is slow to
match them. Therefore it is important to pay
particular attention to the opinion and behavior of
influential users and to closely monitor existing and
potential competitors.
In any event, incorporating network effects in
your offering does not automatically lead to success.
There is a big difference between the potential to
connect and the number and value of actual
connections. Moreover, the initial uptake needs to
reach a critical mass or tipping point of users to
make your concept viable.

Case: Social Networks
Online social networks represent a typical case of
network effects because they become increasingly
useful with a growing number of members. Being
able to communicate conveniently with a range of
one’s connections and having built up one’s profile
and history in the system will then lead to a certain
loyalty and stickiness of active users, encouraging
them to invite new members and dissuading them
from leaving the service.
However, the decline of Friendster and MySpace
demonstrates that network effects are not a
guarantee for scaling in a lasting way. These two
services are early social networks that have lost
most of their value because their members deserted
them in favor of more attractive competitors. Both
services still keep all user accounts open but no
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longer offer their full service. They failed largely due
to the stellar success of Facebook.

Case: Smartphone Apps
The Android phone operating system, offered for
free by Google, benefits from massive adoption and
had achieved a 75% market share of smartphones by
2012. Google Play, the associated app store,
encourages more and more software developers
onto the platform, as the core user base has been
increasing at a rate of 1.5 million activations per
day. At the same time, the availability of more apps
makes these phones more interesting to customers,
leading to additional users. This relationship
generates beneficial cross-side network effects.
In contrast, Nokia failed to grow its smartphone
user base to the critical mass threshold, so that its
attempts at app and music stores, originally
branded Ovi, did not gain traction. In 2013 Nokia
moved out of the mobile phone business altogether
by selling its operations to Microsoft.

Case: KFC
KFC is one of the largest food retailers in China with
over 4,700 outlets. This franchise network has
benefits such as being able to leverage nation-wide
ad campaigns and negotiate better terms with
suppliers. However, it also poses significant risks. In
April 2013 sales collapsed by 29% as consumers
responded to a food scandal – KFC had admitted to
selling locally produced chicken with excessive
levels of antibiotics.
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The network effects accelerated the negative
consequences, temporarily reversing some of the
benefits acquired through positive network effects.

Key Points
Initiatives that naturally incorporate connection and
user interaction are likely to have network effects,
meaning the utility to members increases with every
additional user in a non-linear way.
While the need to reach a critical mass of users
may make scaling harder in the short term, it will
evolve much more rapidly once network effects have
passed the tipping point, allowing enormous scale.
At the same time, negative customer experiences
or strong competition offering perceived advantages
may lead to a dramatic decline in usage.
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2.6. DEVELOP A COMMUNITY
Create and nurture a community focused on
your core concept, supporting enthusiasts as
well as passive followers and adding both an
enlarged experience of the concept and a
group dynamic. Invest in community
software, community managers, and
community events to add substance to the
community and to continue deriving benefits
over time.
A community provides a place for super-users as
well as interested bystanders to connect with your
concept and each other. Communities boost the
diversity of viewpoints and encourage members to
develop, share, and then spread your concept (and
their own ideas, too), adding to the human
resources at your disposal to scale your initiative.
Focus the community on your core concept, and
structure it so that it supports enthusiasts as well as
passive followers. A community enables people to
establish an emotional relationship with the concept
and connect with others who also feel strongly about
it. It can leverage the passion of the highly
committed, allowing members to go deep into the
topic and attracting others who are less advanced in
their acceptance of the concept. Members may play
helpful roles that appeal to their own self-worth and
add value for others.
Invest in community software, community
managers, and online or physical events and meetups to add substance to the community and
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continue deriving benefits over time. Nurture
desirable behaviors through regular contact, rituals,
and symbols. Communities have a sense of in-group
association, and this is heightened through the
creation of particular practices, such as greetings,
use of language, and methods of interaction.
Communities are strengthened through regular
communication, explicit roles for individuals within
the group, and visible signs of affiliation like logos
and badges.

Case: InterNations
InterNations is an online and offline community of
expatriates and people who like an international
lifestyle, with community hubs in over 300 cities
around the world. Members volunteer their time to
play roles as ‘Ambassadors’ and ‘Local Scouts’,
maintaining and growing community activities at
grassroots level. In this network, expats can find
advice on expatriate life, turn to local support all
over the world, and attend interesting events with
other ‘global minds’.
The community follows a business model based
on charging fees per event. It may in future offer
products and services targeted specifically at this
attractive user group.

Case: Hallmark Customer
Communities
Hallmark, the largest manufacturer of greeting
cards in the United States, developed several private
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online communities, called “The Idea Exchange”.
The company’s goals were to learn more about its
customers and to gather their input for innovation,
product development, and marketing questions.
The innovation team identified groups that
matched Hallmark’s target market segments, such
as mothers with young children and seniors. It
provided them with an online space to share ideas,
discuss everyday issues of their choosing, and run
their own surveys. In addition to studying members’
views and concerns and even their vocabulary,
Hallmark used the system to send out or test
surveys, get quick feedback on package and product
designs, and discuss strategic issues. Even the CEO
posted strategic questions on the bulletin boards to
hear consumers’ views.
The community members became so involved in
their discussions and personal topics that the site
led to close bonding amongst them. Hallmark was
surprised to find that there was no need for
incentives to keep members engaged, beyond
occasional low-cost prize drawings and a regular
email newsletter to remind people to return.
The online communities have allowed Hallmark
to scale by gathering valuable customer insight of
much larger scope, higher quality, and at
dramatically faster speed than would have been
possible with alternative tools like focus groups and
offline surveys.
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Key Points
Create and nurture a community focused on your
core concept, supporting enthusiasts as well as
passive followers. Provide space for diverse
viewpoints and experiences, thereby enriching the
concept and building a network that can be used for
initiatives over time.
Invest in community software, community
managers, and online or physical events to add
substance to the community.
Communities are strengthened through regular
communication, explicit roles for individuals within
the group, and visible signs of affiliation like logos
and badges.
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2.7. GAMIFY
Use games, simulations, rewards, and the
sense of fun in general to offer an engaging
platform for users to learn, process
information, connect with others, or make
decisions. Engage with people on an
emotional and playful level, even for more
serious topics.
Gamification and the emotional engagement that
it generates give a useful boost to most concepts, not
just in the consumer space. The twin challenges of
attracting users and encouraging loyalty for an
organization’s products or cause can often be
addressed in a smart way through the inclusion of
fun, interactive experiences, even if those are only
tangentially associated with the core offering.
You can let users play and experiment with new
products and services to get them acquainted with
novel concepts. Games, especially interactive,
unscripted ones, can provide a realistic, positive,
and sometimes addictive experience without the
cost or risks of the real thing.
Your platform may be virtual or physical, the
latter generating an especially strong impact if you
involve large congregations of people at an event. A
virtual environment has the advantage of being able
to support growth almost for free.
People can become ever more immersed in your
concept through ‘levels’ or ‘achievements’ that
gradually increase the sophistication of use and
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encourage players to move to more and more
complex concepts as their proficiency grows.
Multiplayer games have the additional benefit of
fostering social interaction and team cooperation
driven by a particular form of shared energy, as the
players themselves connect, share, and engage. If
you build in network effects, making the game
easier to play or allowing players to advance more
quickly if they cooperate and share with others, your
game’s user base is more likely to scale.

Case: Virtual Battlespace 2
There is a large movement of ‘serious games’ in
areas ranging from business and management to
education and healthcare. The defense sector has a
particularly high penetration of practice games and
simulations, since they offer important benefits for
scaling.
Thousands of British soldiers trained for
deployment to Afghanistan using “Virtual
Battlespace 2” by Bohemia Interactive. Repeated
drilling of the correct procedures using VBS2 has
proven to be far more effective than the alternative
of limited physical training exercises, saving lives
when soldiers are faced with similar situations
during their deployment.
The virtual environment provides the ability to
practice drills anywhere, significantly reducing
transportation and facility costs. Artificial
intelligence means that large troop movements can
be simulated without the need for masses of
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supporting human players. The platform is built to
allow both for new scenarios to be added and for a
global network of participating military services to
engage at the same time, again reducing the costs
and increasing the effectiveness of army training.

Case: WASH United
WASH United (WASH standing for WAter,
Sanitation, and Hygiene) is an award-winning nonprofit organization that aims to end the global
sanitation and hygiene crisis by making toilets and
good hygiene ‘cool’ and ‘sexy’. They harness the
power of fun, interactive gaming experiences,
superstar role models, and aspirational
communication to change attitudes and behaviors
regarding these neglected issues.
The World Toilet Cup is a real-world game of
football where players have to kick the ball (or ‘poo
ball’), penalty style, into toilet holes in a canvas. The
game has been played across Africa as part of their
WASH programs in schools (WinS) and in youth
football clubs (WinFC). These endeavors include
participation by local and global football stars, such
as Arjen Robben (The Netherlands) and Stephen
Appiah (Ghana). For schools, WASH United offers a
curriculum consisting both of classroom materials
and football-based games, leveraging the attraction
of football and the role-model status of the football
stars.
The Great WASH Yatra was an India-wide
program in 2012 to boost awareness of the relevance
of sanitation and hygiene and to tackle taboos
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regarding issues like female menstruation. The
concept consisted of a procession across the
country, running large-scale events focused on the
three things Indians love most: festivals, cricket,
and Bollywood.
Supported by the Government of India, the
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Water Supply
and Sanitation Collaborative Council, Unicef, and
numerous Indian civil society actors, the Yatra
became a nation-wide event. More than 160,000
people visited the carnival at its six stops. There
were 20 different sanitation and hygiene games,
performances, song and dance contests, and
speeches from local and national politicians
reinforcing the government’s policy of taking action.
More than 230 million people were reached through
the media, and more than 8,000 children at 152
schools were trained in good WASH behavior
through the Yatra’s WASH in Schools interventions.

Case: Unilever’s Axe
Today, Unilever’s Axe is one of the top global brands
for personal care, focused on males aged 18-24.
When Axe was first introduced to the US market in
2002, it faced a significant barrier. Whilst Axe was
already top-placed outside the US, the formulation
of its main product, a body spray, was quite
different from the traditional stick deodorants
commonly used by US consumers at the time. To
overcome this challenge, Axe decided to focus on
product education, after first breaking through the
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advertising noise to gain attention and encourage
product trial.
A nation-wide campaign pitched two adverts:
one with a mannequin that educated consumers on
product usage, the other using humor by
demonstrating the social benefit of smelling good –
and thereby impressing girls. Axe also used nontraditional channels to build awareness and
excitement, ranging from sampling in movie
theaters and on college campuses to a touring
‘casting coach’ looking for the “Next Axe Guy”. By
2004 the brand had reached almost 10% market
share in the US, worth over $150 million.
The brand has continued to stress the fun nature
of its products and young customers with its “Get
the Girl” campaign. There are many videos available
on its YouTube channel, including a recent series on
hairstyle looks. In one initiative, Axe created two
fictional characters, Evan and Gareth, touring
America and writing a book on “Get the Girl”. Axe
used gaming platform Xfire with 2.5 million online
gamers to promote the video, and research later
found that 51% of the (mainly male) audience said
they intended to purchase Axe products, with 38%
believing that Axe products would really help them
‘get the girl’.
With its irreverent content and spirit of fun,
Axe’s YouTube channel has attracted 18 million
views, and the brand has acquired 3.5 million
Facebook friends, allowing its messages to spread
virally through its target market.
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Case: SuperBetter
When game designer Jane McGonigal found herself
bedridden and suicidal following a severe
concussion, she had a fascinating idea for how to get
better. She dove into the scientific research and
created the healing game “SuperBetter”. Through its
heroic theme the game generates a sense of journey
and higher purpose, adding new inspiriting
dimensions to a person’s recovery path.
With over 250,000 users, many people are now
learning that games can add meaning to their lives,
particularly through social aspects, and be
practically useful to address severe personal issues.

Key Points
Use games, simulations, rewards, and the sense of
fun in general to offer an engaging platform for the
user to learn, process information, connect with
others, or make decisions.
Engage with people on an emotional and playful
level, even for more serious topics, using a virtual or
physical platform.
The social, multiplayer use of gaming is a
particularly powerful scaling technique, especially if
it includes network effects.
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3. WAVES
The wave frames exploit the fact that there is always
energy within the system that you can harness,
either by unleashing it yourself or by utilizing it
when a new trend is already building up. It is a case
of finding that energy and taking action to
concentrate it and craft something, be it a
movement or a set of other activities, that leverages
this human energy to achieve momentum at very
large scale.
The other core notion of waves consists of
progression over time. You can make use of time by
deploying regular activities, adding a heartbeat to
your system and leading to its synchronization. You
can also take advantage of time by generating
momentum through a crescendo effect that
increases event by event to reach an outsized
impact.

Frames
3.1. UNLEASH A WAVE
3.2. CATCH A WAVE
3.3. RIDE A WAVE
3.4. CREATE A MOVEMENT
3.5. SYNCHRONIZE
3.6. BUILD CRESCENDO
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3.1. UNLEASH A WAVE
Unlock the pent-up energy in the system by
removing a key constraint for society or by
providing a focus and release to this latent
energy, for instance through a major event
or a movement. Communicate a compelling
story of change to direct and support the
momentum of the crowd.
Create a potent accelerator for scaling by
unleashing a wave that unlocks the pent-up energy
of a system, whilst channeling the energy in a way
that is advantageous to your initiative.
There is a tremendous amount of latent energy
in most systems. A portion of the population will
always be dissatisfied with the way things are or has
energy to spare (such as time or money) that can be
invested in new things. There are also strong
demographic pressures for change, pressures that
are always present but may take different forms
each decade. Younger minds are less inhibited,
more open to experimentation, and less fixed in
their ways, which leads to a constant push from the
young for change.
Energy can be tapped in several ways. You can
create sparks to encourage a new behavior. Or, more
powerfully, identify a constraint in society that is
holding back a large portion of the population in
some way, and find a solution that removes this
constraint. Your strategy can also consist of
providing a focus and release to the pent-up energy,
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for instance by creating a major event or
establishing a movement.
When you unleash a wave, it requires planning
and good fortune to steer its force in a direction
beneficial to your endeavor. Waves have a tendency
to agitate people away from their current behavior,
but that does not necessarily mean that they will
then behave in the way that you desire. Many
revolutions, for instance, have had their ideals taken
over by more practical or radical groups who had
positioned themselves well enough to take
advantage of an uncertain situation and mould it to
their goals.

Case: X Prize
The X Prize was created to galvanize the idea of
privately-funded, low-cost space travel. In 1996 Dr
Peter Diamandis held out a $10m prize, catalyzing
over $100m in investment into the challenge.
Spurred on by a desire to increase the accessibility
of space through lower costs and new approaches,
twenty-six teams participated in the contest that
required a team of three people to be taken to the
threshold of space and back, twice in two weeks. In
2004, just as the winning project team, Tier One,
was about to claim the X Prize that had so far been
covered by an insurance policy, the Ansari family
stepped in with a major donation to guarantee the
prize.
The X Prize method has spawned a host of
similar prizes, the common idea being the use of a
compelling vision and a sense of unease with the
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current situation to drive dramatic change in an
industry or area of research.

Case: Arab Spring
Many claim that the Arab Spring was triggered by
the death of a fruit seller, Mohamed Bouazizi, in
Tunisia in January 2011. However, instead of his
individual case being of particular significance, it
was the pent-up energy in the populations of the
MENA region that drove the revolutionary
movements in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Syria.
With half the region’s population below 25,
youth unemployment rates over 50% in most of
these countries, and substantial increases in food
prices, there was a feedstock of revolution just
waiting for a spark.

Case: German Startups
The three German brothers Marc, Oliver, and
Alexander Samwer moved to Silicon Valley in 1998.
Sharing a one-room apartment, they worked for
tech companies and used their spare time to learn
about the local entrepreneurial scene.
During the Christmas vacation, they were
wondering which US company’s offering was most
likely to succeed in the German market. Their
answer was: eBay’s. At the time eBay had just gone
public, and the brothers contacted the firm to offer
their services to set up a German version. Ignored,
they decided to start their own competitor,
alando.de. Calling itself Germany’s leading online
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person-to-person trading site, their venture caught
the eye of eBay and got acquired just a few months
after launch for $43 million.
Later the brothers founded another company in
Berlin called Jamba. Originally created as an
information portal for mobile phones, the company
switched into the entertainment space, offering ring
tones and logos. Just four years after leaving eBay,
they managed to sell Jamba too, this time for $273
million to VeriSign.
At this point the Samwers had acquired a track
record and accrued enough cash to invest in any
business they wanted. In their previous companies
they had developed significant expertise in
execution and internationalizing business concepts.
Rather than invest in untested formats, they now
focused explicitly on copying successful American
businesses – ventures that had already generated or
caught a wave in their domestic market but had not
yet developed a presence outside the US.
This proved to be a highly successful strategy.
One company, StudiVZ, was a near-copy of
Facebook for young people. It was acquired within a
year by a German media company for €85 million.
Several more were created and sold, all copies of
American businesses. Another company, Zalando,
which started as a clone of US footware retailer,
Zappos, has become the biggest online fashion
retailer in Germany, runs shopping sites in fifteen
European countries, and may float on the stock
exchange in 2014.
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The Samwers created an internet startup
incubator called Rocket Internet in Berlin in 2007.
The phenomenal success of their ventures (over 100
market-leading companies operating in more than
50 countries in 2013) enticed others to ‘copy the
copycats’. Soon other incubators appeared, like
Team Europe and Springboard, applying the same
cloning strategy and producing hit companies as
well.
The real wave that was unleashed in Germany,
and particularly Berlin, was entrepreneurship, not
copycatting. In 2009 Berlin only managed to attract
€35 million in venture capital. By 2012 that had
reached over €125 million. Even more impressive,
the technology sector in Berlin employed over
40,000 people and was contributing €5 billion to
the local economy, on a par with the construction
sector. And, while the ‘clones’ dominate in terms of
capital and staff, the real driver for growth is now
innovative companies bringing their own ideas to
market.

Key Points
There is a tremendous amount of latent energy in
most systems, since a portion of the population will
always be dissatisfied with the way things are or has
energy to spare.
Unlock this pent-up energy by removing a key
constraint for society or by providing a focus and
release to the energy, for instance through a major
event or a movement.
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Communicate a compelling story of change to
direct and support the momentum of the crowd
once you have unleashed the wave.
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3.2. CATCH A WAVE
Learn which underlying forces drive your
opportunity, and be prepared to take full
advantage of developments once a favorable
wave appears. Put monitoring mechanisms
in place to be able to react fast to new trends.
Implement a flexible value chain that can
ramp up quickly when demand soars.
Complex systems change and adapt over time as
new patterns emerge. Seek out emerging trends and
be prepared when they start to manifest themselves
to allow you to grow rapidly and expand your
market and mind share with the new trend.
If your concept depends on changes in external
factors – on being carried by a wave – learn which
underlying forces drive your opportunity, and look
out for favorable external conditions. Like a surfer,
position yourself well and be ready to catch the wave
when the time is right. This approach has
implications for your organization’s capabilities on
the strategic as well as the tactical level.
External conditions are influenced by longerterm structural trends that are identified through
sensing and forecasting as well as by short-term
developments that are harder to predict. Whether it
is hot topics on Twitter, new trends in fashion,
music, and entertainment, or global discussions
triggered by breaking stories – new elements
suddenly surface and grow into system-wide
manifestations.
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Put monitoring mechanisms in place, and
implement a flexible value chain so that you are able
to react quickly when demand soars. The more
sophisticated practitioners draw on an extensive
sensing network, consisting of people, news alerts,
and other services, to keep up to date on the latest
emerging trends and on key topics that appear to be
gathering momentum.

Case: Zara
Zara is a Spanish clothing and accessories retailer
with stores in upscale locations in over 85 countries.
Its success in the fast-changing world of high-street
fashion is based on its capacity for monitoring
customers’ reactions and preferences and on being
able to get new designs into stores very quickly.
Every day managers from all Zara stores report
to headquarters the customer comments staff have
picked up about the products, what customers have
been buying, and what has not sold well. Based on
this information and other key influencing factors,
such as the latest movies, the firm then determines
current and emerging global fashion trends within
its customer base. In response to these trends a
team of 200 in-house designers constantly develops
improvements and new designs.
Zara reportedly launches around 10,000 new
designs each year. Prototyping is done at
headquarters, and most of the production,
especially of the trendier items, takes place in Spain,
Portugal, Morocco, and Turkey, which is close to
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Zara’s main markets, rather than in Asia. The full
production process takes only two to three weeks.
Stores receive deliveries of new clothes twice a
week, and often the entire stock will change within
11 days. In this way new designs can be tested in
selected stores before being made available at larger
scale, and production is always aligned with current
customer demand.
This approach of focusing on catching waves has
allowed Inditex, the owner of Zara, to continue to
thrive despite the severe financial downturn that
has hit Spain.
The constant change of a Zara store’s selection
combined with the chain’s policy of low prices has
influenced customers’ behavior, as these factors
encourage them to make a purchase immediately.
Zara has also had an impact on the cycle of the
whole fashion industry. About half of the high-end
fashion companies, like Prada and Louis Vuitton,
now make four to six collections instead of two each
year.

Case: WGSN Fashion Trend
Forecasting
Apparel retailers constantly adjust their product
range so that they are well prepared for the next
major emerging fashion trend. Many of them base
their decisions on the services of WGSN who collect
thousands of pictures each day of clothes worn on
the streets of the major cities around the world.
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WGSN identifies and monitors consumer
behavior and styles, and defines future trends with
detailed recommendations on key colors, items,
silhouettes, styling, and graphics. This insight
allows retailers to get ready in time to catch the next
major waves.

Case: Collaborative Consumption
Collaborative consumption has become both a
lifestyle and an industry segment within the last few
years. Interest for the concept was sparked by a talk
by Rachel Botsman at the TEDx Sydney conference
in 2010, which she followed up with a bestselling
book, “What’s Mine Is Yours: The Rise of
Collaborative Consumption”, and a prime-time TV
segment on the topic.
The approach tapped into a growing enthusiasm
for sharing, coupled with a recession-driven need to
reduce one’s expenses. It has now turned into a
wave which got caught by hundreds of startups that
support sharing of everything, from power drills to
luxury cars and from couch-surfing to office space.

Key Points
If your concept depends on changes in external
factors – on being carried by a wave – learn which
underlying forces drive your opportunity.
Position yourself to take full advantage of
developments once a favorable wave appears.
Implement a flexible value chain that can ramp up
quickly when demand soars.
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Monitor longer-term structural trends and
short-term developments to be able to react fast to
new trends.
This is starter frame 3: go to the next or the
previous starter frame
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3.3. RIDE A WAVE
Nurture the wave you are riding and
maintain your momentum by providing
more energy, people, and opportunities to
those factors on which your success
depends. Keep adapting your approach to
changing conditions. Consider jumping on
related waves to maintain relevance and
reduce risks.
When design or fortune has brought you a wave,
the initial scaling effects can be extended over time
and across multiple markets through good strategy
and careful allocation of resources. To nurture the
wave you are riding, provide more energy, people,
and opportunities to those factors on which your
momentum depends.
Keep adapting your approach to changing
external conditions or to dynamics that emerge
from within the wave itself. Consider shifting to
related waves to maintain the relevance of your
concept and to reduce the risk that some other new
concept or negative events will slow down your
momentum.
If you want to get a sense of what people are
saying regarding your success factors or about your
organization specifically, social sentiment analysis
can be a useful tool. It helps you make sense of the
mass of social media interactions on various
platforms by analyzing whether the comments’
sentiments are happy, sad, or neutral.
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Social content can be a source of ideas that are
already inspiring the masses and could be scaled
(although for new topics as well as offerings that
lack traction, social sentiment analysis can be
frustrating when there is insufficient volume
available for analysis). It can also give a pulse of
what people are concerned about, revealing
problems and opportunities, awareness of which is
very useful when charting your course.

Case: Avaaz
Avaaz is a non-profit activist organization, serially
seeking and riding individual waves whilst
maintaining its position on the meta-wave of online
citizen engagement. Founded in 2007, it has
successfully ridden the wave of mass engagement,
growing from 87,000 ‘virtual marchers’ at an antiwar demo in January 2007 to a membership of over
24 million in 2013.
Avaaz maintains its relevance by supporting the
waves of other campaigners, from internet freedom
to human rights. There have been many notable
successes, such as forcing the CEO of Hilton to
educate their 180,000 employees on spotting and
preventing sex trafficking in their hotels. In this way
the organization has kept its core brand in the
public eye and provides a feedback loop to its
members that their efforts yield results.

Case: Madonna
Madonna is recognized as the best-selling female
recording artist of all time, selling over 300 million
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records since her debut album, “Madonna”, was
released in 1984. Her 12 albums have almost always
tapped into the current zeitgeist, bringing upcoming
topics and rhythms into the mainstream.
She has been able to ride the wave in this way by
retaining her autonomy within the recording
industry, by pushing the boundaries on lyrics and
imagery, and by associating herself with the
‘current’ hot artists and producers through the
decades.

Key Points
Nurture the wave you are riding and maintain your
momentum by providing more energy, people, and
opportunities to those factors on which your success
depends.
Keep adapting your approach to changing
external conditions or to dynamics that emerge
from within the wave itself. Consider jumping on
related waves to maintain relevance and reduce
risks.
Social sentiment analysis can be a useful tool for
identifying problems and opportunities.
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3.4. CREATE A MOVEMENT
Design a movement, mobilizing people
behind a shared purpose, by using brands,
platforms, and content that encourages selfaction and builds a sustaining mass of
supporters over time.
Movements provide scale through their powerful
mass of connected and aligned individuals
combined with the sustaining energy of ongoing
interactions and visible activity.
Social technology has supported the creation and
proliferation of movements worldwide. In today’s
hyper-connected world, movements can reach
national or global proportions very quickly,
provided that the cause fits a need and is supported
by well-crafted plans and resources that ensure its
progress over time.
Start by enrolling a small group with diverse
skills (or access to resources) who believe
passionately in your cause, and make sure that the
topic itself is broad enough to generate enthusiasm
over a good period of time.
Develop a brand for your movement using
visuals and create a narrative that inspires people to
participate and take action. Design and implement
online and offline platforms to facilitate
connections, knowledge sharing, and physical and
virtual gatherings. Leverage networks to build a
mass of followers, facilitate communication, and
more effectively trigger actions.
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Do all this in a way that encourages self-action,
whilst enthusiastically promoting good practice
sharing.

Case: Israel Loves Iran
Israel Loves Iran is a public campaign and social
media movement that seeks to promote peace
between Israelis and Iranians and to pressure the
respective governments to take tension-relieving
measures. It started with a virally shared poster by
Israeli graphic designer Ronny Edry – created in
March 2012 when war between Israel and Iran
seemed imminent – showing him and his daughter
with the slogan: “Iranians, we will never bomb your
country. We [heart] you.”
The movement is centered around a Facebook
page that has attracted over 114,000 likes and a
large number of posts and comments. First there
were Israelis posting pictures of themselves and
sending their love. Next Iranians started to reply
with overwhelmingly positive comments. Then
people began sharing pictures and posters showing
Israelis and Iranians together, using common
slogans and graphical elements developed by Edry
and his team. Israeli and Iranian followers of the
movement have been making a point of meeting
each other virtually and in person in order to change
their perspective of the other country’s people.
Israeli and international mainstream media
quickly picked up on the positive, anti-war
messaging, and the press stories that followed
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shaped both public opinion and political rhetoric,
making oft-cited Israeli air strikes less likely.
Ronny Edry’s speech at the TEDx Jaffa
conference in December 2012, describing his
campaign, was viewed online over 1.3m times within
less than a year.
The campaign has sparked off several similar
projects, including Iran Loves Israel and even
Palestine Loves Israel.

Case: Occupy Movement
The Occupy movement was successfully designed to
spread, tapping into the large segment of the world
population that was unhappy (in some way, with
something).
In mid 2011 AdBusters, an anti-consumerist
magazine, proposed a peaceful ‘occupation’ of Wall
Street to protest against corporate influence on
democracy, a growing disparity in wealth
distribution, and the absence of legal repercussions
after the global financial crisis. The suggested call to
action became a plan, with a kick-off date for a
physical ‘occupation of Wall Street’ on 17 September
2011.
One month before the event, a website was set
up so that people anywhere in the world could
volunteer to run their own Occupy protest. The site
included downloadable campaign posters and legal
advice in the event of arrests, and its launch was
backed up with an extensive social media campaign
supported by the hacker group Anonymous.
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The protest started in New York City’s Zuccotti
Park on 17 September 2011, the tenth anniversary of
the re-opening of Wall Street trading after the 11
September 2001 attacks. It received worldwide
media coverage in the next few weeks, mainly due to
protesters’ repeated clashes with the police. By mid
October 2011, similar Occupy protests had taken
place in over 900 cities across the world.
The movement commonly used the slogan “We
are the 99%” to protest against social and economic
inequality, and it created and distributed art
inspired by these issues.
Occupy has lead to increased awareness of these
concerns and has encountered support from some
high-profile members of the establishment.

Key Points
Design a movement that aligns people through a
shared purpose and uses the sustaining energy of
ongoing interactions and visible activity.
Develop a brand and content that inspires
people, and leverage networks to mobilize a mass of
followers.
Support the movement with a platform that
encourages self-action and facilitates connections,
knowledge sharing, and physical and virtual
gatherings.
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3.5. SYNCHRONIZE
Design synchronizing activities that give
relevant networks a heartbeat, a pulse, a
rhythm, with an expectation of continuation
over time, creating a sense of synergy and
common purpose. Routines, such as
recurring major events, repeated activities
on specific dates, and regular
communication, condition people to
receiving messages and carrying out actions.
Synchronization is the coordination of elements
in a system so that they act in unison, leading each
element to adjust its pace, direction, and
momentum to the direction of flow or the wave it is
riding on. Programs for synchronization harness
both time and shared activities, conditioning
members of the network or system to receiving
messages and carrying out actions.
One can build up substantial energy and
enthusiasm as people await major events. A big
annual conference can have members of the
community making attendance plans and learning
about its key messages months in advance. A
monthly or quarterly meeting rhythm of key teams
can drive staff across a whole organization to
complete their deliverables according to the same
universally accepted schedule.
Synchronization activities can be both pushed on
to people via direct communication and pulled from
people who get attracted by the momentum. In
initiatives that are open to outsiders, non-members
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who see the synchronization taking place may feel
left out and therefore persuade themselves that they
should join the group as well.
A pulse gives the system greater predictability,
creating a sense of confidence for participants that
they have invested in something that will be active
in the long term, and that their investment of time
and energy will continue to provide benefits.
Patterns, once established, are likely to be
repeated. Due to the efficiency of following
behavior, this technique creates patterns that can be
extremely powerful and hard to disrupt, and it
conditions people to behave accordingly. An
established rhythm can therefore sustain beneficial
behaviors, which is essential for maintaining
progress towards scale.
In addition, this kind of routine allows you to
determine how successful you have been at
converting behavior patterns in the desired manner.
A pulse can act as a sensing system to detect traces
of discord or to uncover new options for scale.

Case: World Economic Forum
The World Economic Forum is an independent
international organization dedicated to improving
the state of the world through multi-stakeholder
engagement. The Forum produces several
influential reports, including the Global
Competitiveness Report and the Global Risks
Report, and runs many invitation-only
communities.
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The Forum sets a rhythm to the year with two
major, high-caliber annual conferences – Davos in
Switzerland every January and, since 2007,
‘Summer Davos’ in China in September. These two
events, particularly the Swiss conference, help set
the agenda for the year and drive member
participation and world attention.
The Forum also uses synchronization to foster a
set of common values for the members of its
network. To achieve this, it has adopted tactics such
as assigning mentors whenever new community
members are admitted, sharing curated success
stories in monthly newsletters, and running
expectation-setting sessions for newcomers at the
beginning of major meetings.

Case: Star Wars
The Star Wars franchise was designed for
synchronization, as the series of movies and their
timing were carefully planned in advance, including
the special approach of releasing a prequel trilogy as
the second series. The films of both trilogies were
released at three-year intervals, with a range of
related products like books, television series,
computer and video games, and comic books being
marketed in the interim. The ongoing franchise
activity and the re-release of the original series in
1997 with new special effects successfully bridged
the 16 year gap until the release of the first prequel
film in 1999.
After the acquisition of creators Lucasfilm by
Disney in 2012, fans are already being conditioned
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to await a new series of three movies, with the first
one scheduled for release in 2015.
The overall box office revenue for the films and
the theatrical adaptation has reached $4.4bn,
making it the fourth highest-grossing film series so
far.

Key Points
Synchronizing activities give relevant networks a
pulse, with an expectation of continuation over
time, creating a sense of synergy and common
purpose.
Routines, such as recurring major events,
repeated activities on specific dates, and regular
communication, condition people to receiving
messages and carrying out actions.
An established rhythm gives the system
predictability, can function as a sensing mechanism,
and helps sustain beneficial behavior patterns.
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3.6. BUILD CRESCENDO
Deploy a series of coordinated actions and
events that grow in importance and impact
over time, thereby making your concept
more visible, and culminate in a seemingly
inevitable result. Each time period should
build on previous actions, deepening the
relationship with existing supporters and
making your initiative more attractive for
new adopters.
Leverage the progression of time by planning a
series of small, interconnected events, orchestrated
in sequence, to build up to an outsized result.
Use the growing impact of your waves of
successful events to drive attention and interest for
the next ones, creating a crescendo effect. The goal
is to overlay one wave with another, with a very
large wave being generated out of several
coordinated smaller ones.
Thus, when planning a series of events, pay
particular attention to their timing. Design them so
that they intersect and support one another,
potentially across geographies or markets. Each
time period should build on previous activities and
extend the impact, solidifying support from current
adherents and providing a platform to make your
initiative more attractive for new adopters.
The crescendo approach uses small investments
in the initial stages, requiring no substantial
commitment in time or money. Rather than making
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huge investments to gain immediate traction, as in a
multi-million dollar Superbowl ad, these
investments leverage the opportunities of
emergence.
For instance, many brands now use interactive
contests to reach out to consumers, persuading
people to personalize their experience of the brand
and share it within their communities. Then they
give people and the system time to react, and the
companies adjust their plans based on emergent
ideas and feedback whilst allowing for visible
actions to scale through network propagation. When
this crowd-oriented approach is well organized, the
crescendo technique in marketing can be
significantly less expensive than the traditional
broadcast, blanket coverage approach and much less
risky.
With the end goal in mind, one can develop a
collective sense of expectation that something ‘big’
will develop, thus becoming at some point deeply
interesting to the network hubs and amplifiers in
the given area.

Case: KONY2012 Movie
KONY2012 is a documentary about the Lord’s
Resistance Army in Uganda, a pressure movie
aimed at encouraging action to arrest Joseph Kony,
the group’s founder.
The key element of the movie producers’
communication strategy was a carefully designed
Twitter campaign targeting 20 celebrity figures from
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the areas of arts and entertainment with huge
followings (such as George Clooney and Oprah
Winfrey). They managed to get to their first targets
using ‘chains’ of lower-level people connected to the
stars. The build-up led to a lot of coverage on social
media in April 2012, then shifted over into
broadcast media with coverage on all the main TV
channels.
This crescendo approach attracted over 100
million movie views. More importantly, it led to
progress towards the ultimate goal, with the African
Union taking military action in Uganda to track
down Joseph Kony and bring him to justice.

Case: Snowden’s NSA Revelations
Edward Snowden is an American computer
specialist, former CIA employee, and NSA (National
Security Agency) contractor who disclosed classified
details of several top-secret United States and other
government surveillance programs to the press. His
motives, in his own words, were “to inform the
public as to that which is done in their name and
that which is done against them.”
As an NSA computer contractor, Snowden had
access to a massive amount of confidential
intelligence material. In 2012 he decided he would
take copies of the information and disclose them to
the press and thence the public. He first contacted
journalists late that year, using encrypted email to
protect his identity. Stories based on the leaks
emerged in June 2013, while he was in Hong Kong
attempting to find safe haven. The first news
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encompassed both US and UK surveillance
activities, reporting on tapped phone records from
120 million Verizon subscribers and on the UK’s
GCHQ (Government Communications
Headquarters) spying on foreign diplomats.
Since then, there has been a steady stream of
disclosures based on the leaked information,
masterminded by the Guardian reporter Glenn
Greenwald (who has since left the newspaper) and
independent film-maker Laura Poitras. The two
journalists have given documents about the
activities of the NSA and other security services to
reporters and editors at influential media
organizations, co-writing stories with news outlets
from all over the world in order to generate the
biggest possible impact.
In July 2013, it was revealed that the US had
spied on millions of Brazilian phone calls. In
August, the world learned that several large
telecommunications companies had cooperated
with intelligence services, allowing them to tap into
international fiber-optic networks at source. In
October, it was reported that the US had tapped into
the mobile phones and email accounts of 35 world
leaders, including the presidents of Mexico, Brazil,
and Germany, and had broken into the data centers
of major technology companies. And, as of
December 2013, the news stories keep coming,
upsetting politicians as well as citizens and
organizations concerned about privacy from across
the world and creating serious diplomatic tensions
for the US government.
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When Wikileaks published its confidential
information from the US State Department
diplomatic cables (“Cablegate”), the stories were
initially drip-fed to the public in a similar way to
maintain interest and build momentum. This
approach was stymied in September 2011 when the
entire dataset of stolen cables, a total of 250,000
documents, was inadvertently published in full, thus
curtailing any continued momentum on releases.
Snowden’s media supporters have learned the
lesson and have followed a crescendo strategy to
maintain attention and achieve greater impact
through the ongoing release of targeted stories.

Case: Google Glass
Google Glass is potentially a ground-breaking new
technology product, incorporating smartphone
technology and internet connection into a wearable
set of glasses. The product’s capabilities have been
carefully revealed to the market since its first public
demonstration in August 2011.
When the product was ready for consumers, it
was launched to a select group as the “Google
Explorer” program. Google has since carefully
managed exposure to the product to build up mass
interest.
As of the end of 2013 it remains to be seen
whether Google Glass’s adoption will indeed be
propelled by a crescendo effect or whether it will fail
to gain traction in the market.
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Key Points
Design a series of events that are orchestrated in
sequence, potentially across geographies or
markets, to build up to an outsized result.
Use small investments in the initial stages,
requiring no substantial commitment in time or
money.
Each time period should build on previous
actions, generating an increase in importance and
impact over time by deepening the relationship with
existing supporters and making your initiative more
visible and attractive for new adopters.
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START SCALING
At this point you have browsed through a rich and
diverse set of scaling frames. Some are likely to be
familiar to you and well practiced. A few might seem
less relevant to your current situation, although they
might come in useful in the future. You may have
identified a number of frames that were new to you,
intriguing enough to explore further and perhaps
craft some experiments to try them out. And ideally
you have started making an idea list and a to-do list,
mapping out how you plan to extract value from the
time you have invested in learning about scaling.
‘Scaling’ is at its heart a practitioners’ toolkit. We
encourage you to apply these techniques over the
coming months, experiment with them, and
ultimately build an organizational capacity for
scaling.
Set a target for what you want to achieve with
scaling in your enterprise. Select the frames that
offer most opportunities, and involve your
networks, internally and externally to your
organization. Try out different frames and be open
to the surprises that will emerge. And, once you feel
yourself on the scaling wave, ride it.
We would love to travel with you on your
journey. Share with us what works for you and why.
Let us know what you are learning and where you
need clarification. When you share your experiences
as a practitioner, we will make sure that we can all
benefit and make scaling even more valuable as a
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framework. This is where the book ‘Scaling’ itself
starts to scale.
We will also conduct further research in the
field. We are interested in learning whether there is
a set of frames that provide the highest return on
investment, and to that end we will investigate
different cases, enterprise maturity stages, and
industries. We want to better understand success
factors and pitfalls. And we want to get more
behind-the-scenes insight into the best scaling
initiatives and learn why others fail to take off.
We see the need to be even more practical, and
your input is crucial for this. We would be delighted
to collaborate on developing and testing out new
tools and methods.
Essentially our aim is to scale our collective
learning on scaling. To this end we have put in place
a website for the community to get engaged at
startscaling.com.
Finally, we truly appreciate your feedback
regarding this book, especially any suggested
additions, case studies, and improvements. These
we will readily check and incorporate to make this a
truly “living” book for all of us.
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